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late men to their Saviour, he should be always mindful of the certain fact that there

is no way to open the eyes of the sinter to

general favorites with young and old.
a half-hour about the time for the arrival of "When he began writing his stories, he

The neck itself torms

going down into the pit, save by placing
constantly, fully’ and - squarely before him

of Denmark, which he had heardas a child;
but as his inferest jucreased, he invented

tween the waters, along which, runs. (he Shi ge fuces'as one Sic Smother Srey ire

comity, though recognition exténds a gracious
hand. You'| one reason why he wrote these stories,
; niles farther can not ‘respond. By no possibility of effort which he did not publish (ill after he was
emonials of delay that other matter necessithere are many localities
HTther | oan you bring back the” remotest récollec- koownas the author of “The Improvisatates. This is only a very small part of the back.
5
tion of * old acquaintdnce.” ‘He comes to" tore,” was, thathe was Beartily tired of the
systematic service of this Department. In
ACCOMMODATIONS.
your
rescue, however,
keeping up the fall pérpetual criticism which the people were
the gallery, or ladies’. division, we were
The accommodations, as I. have said be: facial sunshine,by saying, I have seen you makingof him; and wished to do something
shown about by the clerks «in charge, two
representative New Englsnd ladies. We | fore, are limited. There is ‘but one hotel, | on ‘our streets, ov An shop, or, it may be,in for those who could’ enjoy reading without
deprecate the system of distinction between and this wjll accommodate, by way of lodg- | our pulpit. Iv's enough. “You ‘reciprocate forever explatniig ‘ what they - liked and

unblest good is ill.

And all is right that seems not wrong,
Ifit be thy dear will.

male and female clerks in matters of remuneration for clerical labor. : There should
be no difference in the wages of those whose
duties are exactly similar. As we looked
down from the gallery upon the gentlemen
clerks cutting open the letters, and again
surveyed the ladies, writing, sorting, folding and sealing letters, we could not tell

‘When obstacles and trials seem
Like prison walls to be,

1 do the little I can do,
And leave the jest to thee.
I have no cares, O blessed Will |
For all my cares are thine;
I live in triumph, Lord, for thon

— Faber.
9

Special Correspondence.
———__

WasningTON, D. C., July 28.
OFFICE,

lover the BES

'

We lately visited this important branch
of public service, and in it we found instruc-

Our first ambition

was to see Postmaster: General Jewell, but af-

ter returning from the West a crowdof business precluded our more than taking a peep
at the General through the door. Through
the courtesy of the chief clerk, Mr. Knowlton, who possessed the qualities of a gentleman, without the hauteur some officials
assume, we were soon investigating dead
letters. After getting some idea of the
business of this department, a messenger

what they did not like.

excarsionists, its capacity hs ot been fully | sent friend ors
tance. This is our
tested since my sojourn
i
Of public | common brotherhood seizing upon’ opporboarding-houses there is bat one, with a tunity to assert itself,
'It is the spomtane-

cle; his quaintest fancies Pleased; and were
nol jéered at!
Andersen had never snrlétl and lived a
rambling sort of life, sometimes in Copen-

Jesus Christ and him crucified,”

the hotel. Many private families; however, | the bonds of cold conventionalisi and stiadopen their houses for a few somewhat: regu- {ied2 miquotie. J.P.

hagen, but quite ds often traveling in Spain,’

more in favor of the gentlemen clerks. We

hotel, applications by the, score, ‘made af
week igradvance, receive but dubious: enThe unusmal ‘accession of
couragement.

must say that in no Government Depart“ment have we seen so busy, attentive
workersas in this office. The business of
the ladies’ division seemed to ns more intricate than any other. We saw great piles
of postage stamps ready for destruction,
although perfectly new. We couldn’t see
just then why they must be burned up, but
the lady explained that being sold by the
Government once they could not be sold
again. The amount lost yearly by washed
stamps, was estimated by Mr. Barber to be
one million dollars.
We were now in the division where letters are held for postage. Letters containing photographs, stamps and important
business papers, are included among these.
On the opposite side of the gallery was

has | putting on the stampy

The

visitors this

These travels

Christian Andersen, |;
ad
eh
Christian Andersen; the poet and:

“Habs
Haos

is, in part, oecasioned |

season

of steam eommiunication novelist, died in Copenhagen

by the opening
with Portland, a boat runuing te that: cily
twice a day. The change from one of the

day. .7The Riverside Bulletin publishes! thei
following
interesting facls, taken from

England

ser- and Italy, where his naivete and unaffected

|-astiv except mice

and sealing the let- | are the

that

thieves ;

and

boisterous

Sus

there

ud

which his Dene

oom

atbletic sports of a |OIPIeS, WAKE

seryed

afixe

have ‘horde

poet's.

other CH

1867, and the translation made and published first in America under the title *“ The

bour, at which time none have a Fight to be | Denmark, on the 2d of April, 1805, iu the

manner of

lor

The cotton fill operatives of Fall River,
Mass. , to the number of about - fifteen thousand, ‘struck work on Monday ‘morning on
account of the reduction of pay.
AN the
mills “excepting ‘one or two, are closed.
Many of ‘the hands were willing to continue in the work at

of Andersen’s

Odense,

in

born

was

He

Hotjand,

has'séen and known! His’ autobiography,
which ended in the original edition in 1855,
was continued for the American edition to

ty have made him known
of affection
vice is very helpful to enjoyment, except Simplici
|and bonored.

THE FALL RIVER vsorgp,

¢« The Poet's Bazaar,” which is a narrative
of travel chiefly in Italy, Greece and the
Orient, (* Pictures’ of Travel” in Sweden,
the Hartz Mountains and Switzerland. And
what a host of eminent men of letters he

already been disturbed by ihe oar of the re: writings (throughout Christendom, "and by
presence not only in Denmark, bis gagatta, struggling in shirt-sleeves for the sil- his
&ndered resonant tive country, but in the literary, artistic and
ver cup; that the air is

the still. midnight

of great value,

age in one. section of. the

They were in large perforated for the figures fixed by law, over whick be
tin cans. To secure these pets, they are let had no control.
Said he: “I can’t go beyond the limit of
into sacks cautiously, and then into tight

office alive.

baskets, and carried to the Smithsonian In-

the Jaw, and the mail matter must lie where

stitute, to be put up in proper shape for | it is. It is the husiness of the people to see
specimens. One small bottled snake was that their railroad and steamboat lines are
sent from North_Carolina, designed for the not tyrannical monopolies, or they must
Not long since, while legislate according. I've no control over
Grand Duke Alexis.
I like to have the people know
transferring this kind of mail,one snake e s- | this matter.
caped unnoticed, and the day following, as Low this matter stands.”
The Governor said there were some amusa messenger was crossing the room, it intercepted his way and was recaptured. Ou ing and laughable letters among his budget
Easter Monday a horned frog came into tl ie | of complaints. One, a letter from a SouthTexas, which is still

office, from

alive.

It | ern lady whose husband before the war was

is in a glass case, and manages to live with-

out even a breath of air. All articles of
value not delivered to the parties to whom

within

they belong

and

at auction,
Treasury.

the

proceeds

to

the

BUSINESS,

SAT

After leaving this curious cabinet, where
every specimen had a history all its own,
we passed into the business department to
learn what disposition was made of the va st
amount of merchandise, money, etc., th at
We can only give
comes to Washington.
an idea of the system by which justice is a ecorded to everything that comes, into this
great repository. The letters are first counted and separated into bundles of a hundred
each, next opened, and, if valuable, noted
and recorded. There are twelve clerks employed in opening letters, and an average of
1,600 pass through their hands daily, None
but the most trustworthy persons are entrusted with this responsible duty, and every precaution is taken by vigilant detectives
guard ‘against fraud. There is al
secorfd record, with the amount of ;money,
om sent, and for whom intended, ana
by

\

grievances because she had to do the office

sold pork for her husband.

one year, are
go

a. rich merchant, who is now a poor farmer, but withal a postmaster, had stated her

She said that as he

had been through the West on a tour ot iuspection, to give aid if needed, ‘she begged
perplexi-

Lim to give some attention to her

ties. She wanted the blanks for records
made smaller, because® she had no table
large enough

to

spread

them

and

on,

no

place to keep them except behind the clock

or under the bed.

And

said he, “That let-

ter was so genuine and novel that I'm going
to get ont some smaller blanks.”
The Postmaster is elated because
steamboat transportation companies

come to terms, if Judge Fisher
in favor of washed stamps.
Bessie

did

these
have

decide

lighthouses, a distance of not less than thir-

ty miles; patches of water among islands coat. I had, also, for the first time in my
and points of the mainland, showed them life, a pair of boots. My delight was exselves everywhere on the right and left; a | tremely great} my only fear was that everyrange of comparatively low country at the ‘body would not see them, and, therefore, I
southwest, and back of Portland, was seen drew them over my trousers,and thus march:
stretching

westerly, more prominently in view than I

had ever seen before, even at

the

one-half

distance, lay grandly reposing the famed
Taking
White Hills of New Hampshire.

the ocean, all in all, it seemed eminently
adapted to the awaking of great thoughts
and of thankfal praise, in any mind attuned

better than tem-

to something higher and
poral and earthly service.
SAILING

AND

FISHING.

possessing

will

The boots creaxed,
ed through the chuich.
and that inwardly pleased me; for thus the

congregation
new.

hear

that

they were

devotion

was

disturbed;

would

My whole

I was aware of it, and it caused ‘me & horrible pang of conscience that my thoughts
should be as much with my new boots us
with God.

I prayed him earnestly from my

heart to forgive me, and then again I
thought of my new boots.”
When he set out for Copenhagen he had
a little sum of money and his confirmation

In the matter of opportunities for sailing
suit, and unbounded confidence in every
and fishing, I met with a disappointment.
one. Denmark is a little’ country, but an
amor
weather
Not because of want of fine
old nation inhabits it; and hence it is, in
skipthe
because.
nor
boats,
of
supply
ple
pers were unwilling, but owing to the diffi- fact, that society there is something like a
at

opportune

times and seasons. “faving, by

merest ac-

culty

of getting

up

parties

great family. Every one knows every one,
and personal affairs! get talked about, and a

cident, secured one chancg

of going * out- | pew author, ot artist, or actor, is at once

at least, how to sympathize

with those other | him,

by oxSuizgciurtially taken in hand; people not only talk

side,” and learned

unfortunates, who “toiled
Thad a
caught nothing,”

all night and

reputation

to

but talk to

him, and

about

criticise him,

tea-table.

of educated

Andersen,

people.

and was,

from poverty,

who bad come up

go

besides,

a young

fishing, though some’ were ready for a pleas-

wisdom,

was badgered a good deal, and

for

Nobody

a

whole
seemed

week,
inclined

to
to

and

tell him what he ought to do, and what he
ought not to do, Society (here is a village

‘no

purpose.

which

and

forty miles;

away thirty or

opportunity

Ca

the advantages of plaster, but
not deteriorate by washing.

half-a-dozen

some

of

cated by the gleam

« An old female tailor altered my deceased
father’s, great-coat into a confirmation suit
tor me ; never before bad I worn so good a

retrieve, and so diligently sought a second

BEECH.

The Prussiah government has offered two.
prizes of the value of about $750 and $2,500 respectively, for the discovery of anew
method for eleansing plaster casts, and for
the invention of a new material

land to the mouth of the Kennebec, as indi-

man

ignorant

of

worldly

in

of his aut horsinp had to
ure sail. But still I perseveringly waylaid | the early days
to maintain a position. But,
pearly every newcomer, © At length I found struggle hard
my man, sharp-featured; ‘nervous and jerky, | by degrees,

ready for anything

that

promised

be

commanded

people began
©
aclivity | respect;

To the sterdotyped quesand-excitement,
tion, he responded at once and sensibly:

attention

and

he

had

to see that

but

have

Seioto ‘valley, in

southern Ohio, is estimated at half a million

dollars, and in a single

congressional dis-

trict in Indiana, the Joss is put at ten

mil-

A LARGE DEFALCATION.
A San’ Francisco despatch says that an
investigation by the Central Pacific author-

ities shows the

gifts of an’ unusual chiracter, and just the
thing for whichhe wae at first blamed—his

defalcation

alias Moler, to be about

of Woodruff,

$1,000,000.

The

company succeeded in repairing. the losses
on account of the increase in the value of
Woodruff’s investments, which kop pace
-

:

living.

with his high

LOUSe ANC ouiry of my Life,” is crowded with gossip

shop ; be left the town when and brigh} reminiscences of litlerateurs, arshoemaker's
ters, was accomplished with great dexterity | party from Boston, in embroidered blue he
was. fourteen to seek his fortune, and in
shirts
and
starred
caps,
under
my
win
tists, musidians and statesmen ; in Scandinaby the ladies here. In this department
his efficient service.
garriage cceasion- 1867 he was received in Odense as the via, Thorwaldsen, Oehlenschliger, 1llertz,
LS
were two foreign ludy clerks, one from dow, and that the family
SPECIMENS.
style ope there between guest of the citizens; the houses were all Ingenmann, Fredrika Bremer, Jenny Lind,
Denmark and one from Saxony, to expe- ally rumbles by, in
Just here we seized our pencil and serihwagon and the liv. illuminated, a banqugj was given in his Bjornson, Oersted and a host of others; in
country
dite the transmission of foreign- matter. the lumbersome
honor, aud he was presented with the freebled down notes double quick. Ina glass
Newport and Saratoga.
Germany, Mendelssohn, ‘Goethe's family,
Other ladies, with a knowledge of French, eried coach of
dom
of0 the city. In the sixty-two
years
:
;
;
A
case were a very few specimens of what
I suppose, if matters go on in this
Bettina, Heine, Tieck; in France, Victor
Italian and German, are employed, so that Next,
.
|
six
the
in
and
dates,
those
between
lie
that
comes to Washington through the mail, letters from other countries get ample at- way, will come the fashionable hotel, bringHugo,
Lamartine,
Rachel,
Balzac,
de
.
:
such as great switches of hair, false faces, tention. The ; Danish lady, in0 her ’pretty, ing the wealth and pride, and, I had well- years since then, is the story of a life full of Viguy; in England, Dickens, Jeffrey, the
varied lights and shades. His father was
fans, feathers, baskets, doll Labies (from broken way, said she thought the English
Howitts, Bunsen, Lady Blessington, the
nigh said, the beauty ot New York and
a
young man of poetic mind, always hunand
fashion
and
tiny infants in dainty cradles, to great Janguage dreadfully mixed.
luxury
Chicago ; but, alas,
Palmerstons. Like a child, reaching outgering after a richer life than that spent in
grown-up ladies), goblets, immense woodhis hand to every kind-hearted person he
night-long soirees, have quenched the light
THE POSTMASTER GENERAL,
making shoes; his mother, a simple, superen shoes, washboards,
bracelets, augurs,
meets, this singularly gifted and affectionof the sparkling eye, and blanched the rosy
In their
In the afiernoon we were admitted to sce cheek of what once was the American girl, stitious and affectionate woman.
log-chaivs, traps, knitting-machines, appleate nature has made; his 3 name one which
:
one room began his life, and his earliest
pearers, stuffed birds, hugs little aad big, the General. He bas a stout figure and an among
the fairest of the fair.
kindles the enthusiasm of young and old.
|
the,
Rirertul
recollections
furnished
him
with
scenes
the
among
imposing
physique,
snow-white
hair,
white
potato bugs included, snakes of all sizes,
A CHARMING PROSPECT.
PP
Ot
which afterwards he wove into his stories.
frogs with and without horns, young alli- moustache, fair complexion that a lady
(4
the
from
mile
a
street,
up
stroll
a
He
grew
into
a
tall,
ungainly
lad,
as
shy
Taking
gators, jewelry of all kinds and descriptions, might envy, gray eyes, or blue, maybe,
Quotes.
and
Notes
Exchange
about
elevation,
as a girl, and yet so simple-hearted that he
foreign and domestic specimens of manu- with a firm, determined bearing, yet pleas- Point, on a considerable
the
and
sun
setting
the
was
ready
to
confide
to
the
utmost
in
any
“between
facture, coins, and nameless curiosities. ant and social withal, was the outline of the mid-time
the gates ot day, I took in one who smiled on him. At a charity-school
The Christian Union seems about haif
The skin ‘of an immense snake attracted us, sketeh we noted as we talked. We thought final shutting of
for he learned just a little, but that little so inclined to ¥ree Trade and the other half
which
scenery,
of
range
a
glance
a
at
and Mr. Cory, our guide, says: “A youn 2 | as we looked at Gov. Jewell, we had never
gentleman away up in the Rocky Moun- seen a more perfect model of immaculate extent, variety and beauty, [ have rarely carelessly, that long atterwards he suffered to Protection, making physical barriers the
through a for the lack of such common knowledge as general lines of division. It says that our
tains wrote to a lady, telling her he would purity, and wondered if a blemish could seen excelled. Al the southeast,
the even how to spell. It was now, too, that system of tariff taxation is cumbersome and
repose,
solemn
in
lay,
opening,
wide
like very much to send her some money; touch one so faultess in his toilet. He corwhen first seen he began to associate more with others, oppressive, and adds that ¢ Free
which,
Trade
Atlantic,
wondrous
dially
assured
us
he
was
willing
to
give
us
but he was shott of money, and wanted to
interpreted itself to and, like his companions, to go through the should be one grand aim of our legislation.
send something , so he enclosed this pretty any instruction in his power, and repeated by me fifty years ago,
my youthful fancy as the very eternity ol catechism, preparatory to confirmation. He The arguments which uphoid protection as
specimen,” which, it seems, never reached the import of a conference that morning
number lay anch- tells a little story here of himself, which between nations lose their force when apthe dear young lady. The large reptiles, with the Vicksburg and New Orleans Pack- waters; islands without
from Port- shows where ‘ The Red Shoes” came from: plied to States, counties or towns. The only
stretching
coast,
the
along
ored
et commitiee, who refused to carry the mail
came into the

wages,

raged fearfully in sections of the western
and Gentral States. The. amount of dam-

Sd

On Wednesday evening, a disastrous tornado accompanied by heavy rain visited
Macomb, Ill.
It uprooted trees, carried
away sidewalks, barns and small buildings,
unroofed4 large Methodist church, carry-

greatly aided the expedition of business by

one an immense rattle-snake,

reduced

all were madeto join in the strike.
THE WESTERN FLOODS AGAIN.
" During the past. week the storms

there are volumes on ‘‘Spain and Portugal,” | |. =

by his
that the waters of ils peaceful harbor have [OF literature for children, is known

when it breaks in upon

ing ledge has also been found, seven to
eight miles in extent, which promises to be

has used the material as foundation and
suggestion for his ‘novels, dramas and stories. In the collected series of his writings

most retired atid quiet seaside resorts; to |" The Story of My Life,” by Avdersen:,

melodious:

Professor Jenney. «Au immense iron-bear-

mind fresh and inquisitive,’ and have farnished him with an inexhaustible fund of
material, so that not only bas he written
sketches and whole ‘volumes of. travel, but

Hans Christian Andersen, one of the line
the publicity and bustle of move pretentious
watering-places, is indicated by: the fact of men: of genius, and - founder of a school

adjoining the hotel, whose

France,

fruit in many ways. ‘They kept the

oii: Wednes-

by a Brunswick band, tented in a green field court circles of France, Germany,

BLACK HILLS.
Still more confirmations are receivedof
the discovery of gold in the Black Hills by

For the first time,

Switzerland, Germany,
‘| England and Italy.

gen Pent

LR

“ the

Room is by deand.

lar boarders.

: Events of the Week.

he found himself in ‘a wholly congenial cir-

capacity, by way of packing, about equal to ous warmth of our ‘very nature dissolving

why there should be a difference of $300 or,

showed us to the Dead Letter office, where | the Return Letter brageh.

Mr. E. J. Dallas presides, snd who

ing, only some thirty or thirty-five oceu- {just as warmly
and sincerely as when you
time-honored and WRI
for testers and | mect at home
pants, though for table-board,

love-

liness of holiness, no way to save him from

sought only to tell over again old legends

"You look into the

the iucoming ‘steamer.

the foulness of sin and the exceeding

number destroyed was 2,622,919,
letters are pushed forward without the cer- journ is near the lower

It trinmphs at its cost.

tion and entertainment.

so new
at once

everything in the actual world around us to

You go down to the wharf to while away

only road to the country, for ping a drive of Jan

a second time, there were 814,700, and the

INI that God blesses is our good,

THE DEAD AETTER

three miles or more.

renown, They were something
and so pleasing, that they became

, half or three- yourself. Townsmen, that's all, and enough.

bay ou the one side may

a ridge, in part quite elevated, midway be-

God’s will is sweetest to him when

Ea 5

running up that distance i

No letter having its originlin anotherl/country, is ever
opened here.
Of letter s returned unclaimed

He always wins who sides with God ;
To him no chance is lost.
=

.

their value

the land. The meet fellow toWnsmien on like errand with

quarters of a mile in width; onthe other,

and more.

Hast made thy triumphs mine,
:

not

/ Of this ivmber

And all thy ways adore,
And every day 1 live I long

And

and

platfos. Su
his “stories, and soon every’ ‘Christmas
catches Fpu'w
as
strauge
as
j
u
s
t
way.
by
some ten miles, of rare atfiactions
piace
fone:
his
eye,
and
with
smiles
of
the
ples
ntest
broughta
new volume from him, I think
Official of pleasant scenery, &ec. -

I worship thee, sweet will of God,

.

:
Nothing is more pleasant after wjouning frank hospitality, all get into his Stories.
the sea; or rather, lies between two bays at a wate
for certain days, than to Bat it is his little stories that have won him

The number of foreign let-

Adoration,

To love thee more

and

a strip of land, on an ave
‘of a mile's
width, extends some eight or ten miles into

and their

Filed

4

ragged in the known world, The Neck, or Potent AanG CARTON

The number delivered

owners was

was

and “Only a Fiddler,” where the scenes are rich and illustrate his scrmonsby everything
Danish. He is Danish to the core. The ‘within his reach that would be most likely
old legends of his ancient country, the wild’ to attract the attention and win the considsand-heaps of Jutland, the béech-trees, the eration of men living in this country andl
bright, quarrelsome city life, the fresh, century ; while he should have recourse to

ell 16 bo content with
d A Harpaw
betas i8,Amfor te80 ba
s pity
hiiof theBirMaing,Sample
T was
of ‘Bsbing,
rs
matter
the
va
in
fu
su)
con
great «an extent, the m
irregular and

4,601,778. Their actual, or nominsl, valae

wis $4,687,429.08.

table a supper, and as it is a matter

1

o

fiscal year ended June 80, 1874; all money
letters of all descriptions received were

perBE year or if paid strictly
8
IN AD-

VANCE,
Terms

oe Whenaverd pity ” to go out for iting te and hildisbnessdre now what the
Christ is what is aosded moreoad more in
{or tor pleasaré, count me in every time." world YeoogHizes as bis good qualities in all our preaching, whether it be by the
|
mn ARPSWELL, ‘Me, hg le
Commend me fo halt-a-dozen men like that literature.
minister from the pulpit or the humblest iny
PTET
TH 7a ia | down
by the dea, and T''will manage
all the * From that time to this he has been writing Sividua) In bis daily life. Writing on this
Habla
iC ucateniag
bef oil
vf
vest. ‘We got “outside” the: second time. 1 stories—~novels for old people, such as topie, the Christian Intelligencer says, esone, just one, bat it wasa ‘genuine «The Improvisatore,” which is a picture’sl pecially for ministers, that ¢ while the
SOME | aught
pis eo
hin Pe :
rock ' cod, large 'evongh for the Italy, and *“ The Two Baronesses,” « O. T." preacher who would catch souls should en| red-sided’
h Wiles. pasiwa ce south ¢
about the same distan

, | ed, the letter soon gets to its destination.
If the money coming here is not delivered

PRINTING ESTABLISHMENT.

Rev, I, D, STEWART,

ge

Special Corresp ndence.

if the entire name of the paities is append-

Rd

THE

ing off the steeple and more than half the
was
One end ° of a foundry
structure.

blown off and carried fifty yards. -A brick
block just completed was nearly destroyed.
The total loss is estimated

(twenty thousand dollars.
FUNERAL OF

from

EX-PRESIDENT

fifteen

’

to

JOHNSON.

The “funeral services
of Ex-President
Johuson occurred at Greenville, Tenn., on

Tuesday.

Fuily 5,000

to attend the burial.

persons

The

assembled

grave is on a

hill, a half-mile south-westef the town, in
view and on the

go to Knoxville,

ieft of the railroad

as

It is a natural

you

mound

{ about 100 feet high, and commands

a

view

of the Renaka range on the south-east for
fifty miles, while to the forth-west can be
seen the bay, church, and possibly the Cumberland mountains.
Marks of respect were
paid to his memory in various places..
Ia

Washington all the executive departments
| of the government were closed.
AUSTRALIA,

Australian advices state that much damage has been caused there by heavy floods.
patural protection is that afforded by oceans
or mountains, or .other physical barriers, | Moreover, John Chinarnan hasa hard time

and cqrtainly in our case these ought

to be

sufficient.”

The New England Journal of Education
advises all teachers during their vacation to

«he as idle as possible eighteen hours every
Give
day. Let every muscle be relaxed.
up the cares of the ‘world for a month.
Say to yourself: If the world goes to rack
and ruin;

if everything I have is lost,don’t

it for one

tell me of it or dighseb-~me with

month; for one monta I need, and will
have, rest. This is the way we would advise every wearied, nerve-strained teacher
to spend vacation, in part.

1t is rest, rest,

rest of mind, body, and soul that every
teacher who has taught ten months imperatively needs. After this absolute rest, any
light recreatjon or employment will be found
a
not exhausting.”

The

Examiner

&

Chronicle

has

been

giving some attention to the subject of pastoral visiting, and conclude that ‘men who

stody human hearts are the men who are
able to preach to them with power. Much
of the ineffectiveness of preaching is due
to the neglect of this means of gaining practical insight into the kind of preaching needed. Next, then, to his Bible, the pastor’s
text-book should be living men and women,
The more

he

knows of them,

the stronger

and more searching will his preaching be.
We have no wish to disparage the study of

ofit to keep a foothold in that country.
In Queenland the difficulty is assuming

formidable proportions, as there i> great
opposition by the miners to the presence
of the Chinese in the colony.

STATE RELIGION IN SPAIN.
The

projected

Spanish

constitution

de-

clares the State religionto be Roman Catholic. The nation itselfis obliged to maintain its worship and its ministers, but Prot-

estants may have open deors and celebrate
worship inside,

but there must be

festations in the streets.

no

mani-

It is believed that

the Cortes will be summoned

to meet soon,

when the proposed constitution will ba submitted thereto, consequently political agita-

tion isrecommencing.
SHARP CRITICISM.
In the British House of Commons, on
Wednesday,there was a sharp debate in the
committee on the supplementary estimates
Messrs. Dodson and Gladof $2,000,000.
stone attacked the estimates.§§ The
latter

pointed out the laxity of the government's
estimates, and declared such baseness

tend-

ed to destroy the control of Parliament over
the expenditures. Mr. Stafford Northcote,
chancellor of the exchequer, admitted an
apparent deficit of about $1,500,000,but was
confident the increase in revenue would

more than cover the supplementary estimate. The supply bill finally passed the
committee, and it is expected

that

Parlia-

ment will be prorogued by the 12th inst.

books—far from it. But it is impossible that. |” About 100 tons of rock fell from
the study of books
pulpit power for
out.”

alone
which

should give the
age cries
our

neath the American
cently,

underFalls at Niagara, re-

The Massachasrtts Press Associa

tion visited the fills the day previous.
-
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q
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NOTES BY PROF.

AND

WQURSTIONS

as a teacher of religions trath can not be
too carefully considered by those now imparting the same truth. {2) Jesus advan-

THE

ces to a new fact, that his flesh is to be given for the lite of the world. The sacrifice
of his body on the cross”
is meant by the
giving of his flesh. (3) His flesh is given

A, HOWE,

see Lesson Papers.)

(For Questions

BREAD

OF

LIFE,

** tor the life of the world," not because his

¢

,

life

John 6:47—58.

Gove

Text !—*

This

ts

because of the truth, ‘* And if I

be lifted up, will draw all men unto me.”
He lays down his-lite ¢ that whosoever be-

to eat.”

Kx. 16: 15.

is substituted, in the sacrifice, for their

death, but

the bread

the Lord hath given you

am

slow of apprehension and inclined to try
other ways of righteousness, = His example

‘Sabbath School Lesson.—Aug. 15.

which

Tog
i

- | Heveth in him

should

i)
gd

mumications. 3

After

3 9

gst

1

stood,

Warfare,

Tt

amid the

crowd gathered to welcome to his native
state the noble Christian soldier, a Christian alike in the retirement, of home, amid

the temptations: and

varied

——

{on his daughter's death, which presents in
language few writers can commbnd, every
reason for being

comforted, but

the

right

one,”
:
Before Christianity opened the eye of faith

activities of and showed a blissful world beyond the
grave, where no shadows ever fall, and
wo
cheered the heart with bright anticipations

camp-life, and the carnage and strife of the
terrible battle field.

)

He was_a man at whom

not perish.” | While

gone, and it shines with immortal glory.

each planet is fixed in a sphere of its own,

comfort the mourner. «Yes, we shall meet
again and stand upon mount Zion, free
from sorrow and denth; clothed with im-

planets

Such ‘thoughts as these can not fail to some larger some smaller, and that, as the

You will remember that beauliful letter
which Cicero the Roman
statesman and
orator received from his triend Sulpicius,

—re—

| BY PILGRIM,
a few yeurs since,

ation under Bereavement. Jar face; but the marks oF mortals are The philosopher Pythagoras conceived that

“ Weep not for your dead.” Jeremiah 22:10,

Rest.

the shafts of of a happy meeting there, what could you

eat the: ful of the wreaths of fame even then encir-

and what he taught, became

flesh of the Son of Man, and drink his
blood, ye have not life in you.” (1) Impor-

the subject of

immediate discussion by his hearers. The
miracle of multiplying the loaves and fishes
had, the day before, in the desert near Bethsaida, been wrought, and it furnished the

occasion for the teachings. Jesus charged
the people with following him not because
the miracle convinced them of his heavenly
character, but for the sake of more food to
eat.

They, in

substance,

said, ** We

are

not satisfied with the sign you wrought

Te yesterday.

Moses

gave our

on

you, except

ye

tant truth, introduced by ** veuly, verily,”
notice as above.
(2) To eat the flesh and
drink the blood of the Son of Man denotes
to perceive the meaning of his sacrifice so
as to trust in him crucified as the Saviour of
souls. When we see his body broken for us,

when we see, in his blood, the ‘‘new covenant,” and that his blood is shed for the re+
mission of sins, we eat his flesh and drink

(3) To have sins pardoned, to sefathers his blood.

bread from heaven, for forty years rained cure justification, to have virtue towards
manna on them ; what equal sign dost thou man and God, to bave tellowship with God
work?” The replies of Jesus, With the and secure his Holy Spirit, one must see

comments of his inquirers and the counter
replies thus called forth, we find in (he passages preceding the vne to be studied.

the meaning of Christ erucified for sins.

54. * Whoso eateth my flesh and drinketh my blood

hath eternal

life, and

az. ~ Verily, verily, I say unto you, he raise him up at the last day.”

I will

This is the

that believeth on me hath everlasting life.”
(1) Notice the importance of the observa-

positive side of the truth stated negatively
in the preceding verse.
*‘ Eternal life”

tion introduced by the words, “Verily, ver-

means the

same

as

* everlasting life ”. in

ily.” Let the teacher group together enough

verse 47. “‘ The last day "is several times
passages thus introduced to show the value mentioned by John, and denotes the time
I will
of the truth that always follows these words. when the resurrection takes place.
We should now say, “ surely, surely,” in- raise him up at the last day ” does, by im-

stead of ** verily, verily.” (2) Everlasting

life, or eternal life, is a living that is independent of

time or

location, that is, as su-

perior to a plant that can only be enjoyed
by a ymoral being, and by those, moral beings who desire to make it an object of su-

preme desire.

The thing meant by * ever-

plication, say * raise him to a state of glory
and-holiness.”

Others will be raised in the

last day, for *‘all that are in their graves
shall hear his voice and come forth,” but
Jesus means, there will in thé sresurrection,

be a special blessedness for the believer.
resurrection of the believer, as of
dead, is a resurrection of the body.

The

all

the

lasting life” is a state ot the soul, the state
of pardon, union to God, sympathy with
55, 56. ** For my flesh is meéat indeed,
the heavenly and holy ones on high—that and my blood is drink indeed. He that
state of affection, and of will that hasa eateth my flesh and drketh my blood
promise of heaven.
(8) Love for God and dwellethin me and I in him.” For * inpeace from God are the signs ot it. To be deed,” in the 55th verse, we might read
in sympathy with the mind of Him who de- “{ruly.” A new fact is stated in the last
mands patience, gentleness, temperance, verse ‘‘ dwelleth in me and I in him.” The
purity, compassion, self-forgetfulness, phi- word ** dwelleth ” is figurative of the intilanthropy, and every other virtue; to have mate (riendship, fellowship, and union bealso the spirit of prayer, of heavenly hope, tween the soul confiding in Christ, and
of adoration, of cenfidence in God, is to Christ.
To abide in Christ requires of us,
live for everlasting life, or is to reveal the then, the study of the cross, and faith in its
possession of it.

(4)

The

condition

to ev-

imparted to
exercise the

the soul, and the soul puts in
virtues which Jesus exhibited

57,58.

me,
and taught. To believe in Jesus is to beeth
lieve in all he was, as well as in all he
Son
taught, and is to believe that his estimate of not

* As the

living

Father

hath

sent

and I live by the Father, so he that eatme shall live by me.” The union of the
and the Father is se close that we can
separate them. One eternal life is in

virtue can not be impaired.
Hence the sould both, making them one.
So the believer,
of the believer in Christ has, like his, spir- receiving from the Son life, lives by him.
itual or everlasting life. (5) Notice when The believer bere has union to the Lord,

everlasting life is received.
eth in me *¢ hath” it.

He that believ-

;

48. ““ I am that bread of life.” (1) Here
is an allusion to the preceding part of the
chapter where Christ had compared himself to manna, and had

said, ** Moses gave

Fou not that bread from heaven, but my
Father giveth you the true bread from

heaven,”

(2) The office of true, heavenly

#iread is to

allay

spiritual

hunger.

Hence

«Jesus says ol himself, ¢ He that cometh to

NN

me

shall

never

SE

and

also

adds,

soul-union, and ceasing to breath can not
sunder it. So long as faith abides, the soul
feeds on

the

bread

germ of eternal life,

of

life,

dwells

has

in

it the

in Christ and

Christ in him, and lives in a union to Christ

like that of Christ to the Father. The mcreasing strength and boldness of statement
concerning true faith in Jesus,

the

student

of this lesson will notice. It is a lesson
easily apprehended.
The ideas are
easily put in simple, plain speech. So
nounced are the figures that Jesus uses,

not
not
prothal

“¢ And he that believeth on me shall never it is difficult to escape from a literal interthirst.” The office of Christ to the soul is pretation of his words.
The great truth of
the same as the office of bread to the body, the lesson seems to be that ail spiritual life
to give life. Hence be is not merely bread, and hope of salvation are, by faith in the
“but bread of life,” or life-giving bread. sacrifice of Jesus, to be secured.
:
{3) He gives life by his renovating, inspir—
7
ing, and elevating
and conduct, and

Tale ors RHE
Re ———

hunger,”

priociples of character
by the influence of his

spirit on the heart that receives his doctrine.
He gives to a believing soul new things to
Jove and make its own.
That soul he fills
with his sympathies.
Then in thinking his
thoughts, in loving his aims and measures,
in cherishing his spirit, in thus feediog on
him, the soul does nof hunger except for
more of him; por thirst except to drink
deeper of his truth.
49, 50.

* Your fathers did

the wilderness and are
bread

which

that a man
1) The Jews
greater proof
Moses gave
converted the

cometh

eat manna

dead.
down.

This
from

in

is the
heaven,

may eat thereof and not die.”
seemed to argue that it was
of God’s interposition when
mauna,
than when Jesus
loaves and fishes into food

for five thousand.

Jesus shows

that Moses

did not give them the manna, but that God
— was now giving them true manna. (2)
“Those who ate. of the manna ate for food for
physical and therefore temporary life ; those
who partook of the doctrine of Christ by

the great philosopher. -** Surely, after seeing
while one who has since been called to a pou ons enslaved, your heart should
higher sphere, in fitting words, bore to him be indifferent to so small a matter as the
cling his brow, he stood, the

brave patriot,

logs of a poor, weak,

the grateful appreciation of loving hearts.

Apurrs AND THE BEST TEACHERS.—We
are not prepared (o utter

the

opinion

phat

too puch interest is exhibited in the modern
Sunday school movement in behalf of the
yonnger portion of fe pupils} but we are
prepared to say that a disproportionate interest is shown to this class as compared
with what is now needed by and what is
due to our maturer youth, in view both of
their promise and their danger. Our Sunday school presses are groaning with every
conceivable variety of pictures, tracts, paper and lesson books for the little ones,
which is, indeed, a delightful fact in itself.
For the younger pupils, pious intelligence,

coupled with thé studious examination of
the Scripture, will enable a sensible teacher
to interest and profit a class. But the young
men and ladies enjoying the instructions of

their hands

in

the

blood

amid the rejoicings of
people, company after
the way to their longed
describably sweet must

awaiting them.

of brothers,

as,

a sad but grateful
.company wended
for homes, how inhave been the rest

No more forced marches

over barren plains or wooded hills; no
more midnight calls to strike their tents,
and, with weary bleeding feet, drag slow]
painfully along; no more lingering days

and weeks in crowded hgSpitals, parched

pages of Holy Scripture. No ordinary effort is required 16 meet the necessitiesof
this class.
Careful plans of instruction
and the best teachers that possibly can be
secured must be put in charge of such

woman!

Do

This

dark

faith,

hour

bears

heavily wpon

our

We shall probably find no stronger

pressure’ until we come down to the dark
vale ourselves. The parting of friends in

this world ig a sad thing, though both parties remain in this world.

the last parting

kiss.

between friends

may

Still it is unlike.

Though

may

distance

intervene,

talk with each

yet

they

other by means

of

letters and telegrams, but when one passes
over the dark river, he is gone from our

knowledge and light. He enters a world
where from which no triveler returns. No leta heathen na- ters nor telegrams pass ‘that dark shadow.

with fever, or groaning with pain;

incarceration within

no more

prison walls,

cruelties sufficientto. make
tion blush, were daily practiced; no more
bugle calls to arms; no.more blood,no more
strife, no more carnage !
Ah ! sweet indeed the rest to such ‘weary

—Fear

faith,

of

death

comes

for the promises

God’s word, if we

could

from weakpess of

are

so strong

in

believe,

we

only

should see the very chambers of death light-

ones. Sweet indeed, the peaceful quiet of edup Ly his presence. Even the dreary
the loved home circles, where no fears of tomb has been consecrated by the presence

sad partings, of long dreary separations
| should arise to mar the exquisite joys % reunion.

In the warfare of life, every
then, sonie valiant

soldier,

weary, is called to ‘lay
and vest in heaven.”

now and

The friend and brother whose

fought the battle of life.
% Earnestly, assiduously

feet of Jesus.

A

candle of hope

has been

and

lighted in the dark vale, that the timid
traveler may walk through in satety.
Now
the great grounds of Christian

pre- comfort in times of bereavement

most

'

Y

are two.

One relates to those who have departed,
the other to ourselves. Now here is a test
of faith.

If there is anything that is made

plain in the Bible, it is that heaven is better

than

the earth.

We

are very

wi
give
ll
for the life of the world.” (1) The
# living bread” which came down from
‘heave

hs

BA]

with

The rising lark with its almost unearthly
carol, welcoming the moving sub.
We
hear the cuckoo with two notes, the«linmet with a vast variety.
‘The cawing orow is
vot without delight.

‘overcomeby its o\a song | Milton

and others not.

Thave talked

And

one the livesl'ong night,

This one is the nightingale, Which gives
the most delightful song when thé world

freely with

irreligious,

say, )

Ten thousand warblers cheer the dy,

rience myself, I send you the results of my
observations. I have lived wvear several
different factories, some running on Sunday
ull classes, religious and

The merry bob-o-link

charms beyond measure and feéms almost

is dark and man would be hushed to repose.

about.

he

has

labored.

That the choice language,

the beautiful

similes, the bold metaphors that sparkled
amid his thougkts, were but accompaniments of that genius, not the result of patient, long-continued study and research.
Such mistake greatly. Genius indeed he
had; but even the tender talents with
which he was endowed, would have proved
useless to himself and the world, had they
not been earnestly and assiduously cultivated.
A toiler was he, in the truest sense of the

haps at last they might have ‘failed to reach
at his heaven. With them it is a glofious change.

To benefit the world was his -aim

and for this object, every weapon
coinmand was kept brightly burnished.
For: this he dived amid the realms of
by difficulties,
thought, and, undaunted
continued his search until rewarded by the
rich gems, the fair pearls that lay safely

Can we wish them
* When you “think
your departed one,
how safe and sure,
ruin

here,

and

back hr
a
of the shining
how holy, how
and the risk of

then

think of ail

?

form of
happy,
eternal
the care

sin and pain of this world, tell me Christian friend as you stand over thé bed where
When we remember the work he has ac- he lies, even with the darts of sorrow
complished, when we think how often the piercing your heart; would you wish him
mind, triumphing over the feebleness of to live here again? If God would give you
the body, has, by mere force of will, carried the power to call that soul back, would you
:
on its plans to their successful termination, utter the word that would do it?
Now to believe him to be happy in heaywe are surprised, not that the weary overtasked brain at last succumbed, but that so en, and know that we should never meet him
long its noble powers were retained um- again, would bring a thought of sadness.
And now perhaps this thought will most
dimmed.
*
Who can avail to dry the mourners’ tears. Perhaps
But the rest he now enjoys!
the thought of meeting him again
will
measure its sweetness, |
After such a life, a life whose every day console no more than any other. It mast
bore to heaven the record of some noble have been an overwhelming thought to
deed, a life the work of which mizht well take the last farewell of a dear friend, to
have extended over the space of threescore those who had no hope of ever meeting.
years and ten, who of us in the midst of our him again.
We hardly wonder at the heart-rending
grief, can but rejoice that our brother is at
anguish which impelled to wild despair some
rest?
concealed from careless eyes,
secret nooks.
:

within

their

indeed, shall we miss him here;
but the life, that was in itself an inspiration,

may not be forgotten;

the beautiful

exam-

ple of Christian love will mold many

“Tell me, O mourner for the man of God,
Shall we bewail our brother, that he died 1”

morning stars

work to strain the milk into pans than cans,
but one half of this extra work "is done on
Saturday night, and the men often assist in
this onSunday morning. At longest it is

soon done,

and

the

skimming,

of those

who sorrowed without

hope.

To

think that time would continue to roll on and
on, bringing its varied changes,and yet that

a the touch of the vanished
er

more be

felt,

nor

the

hand would
familiar

nevface be

monious sound over the tours and battle-

ments

of heaven.

The

gate. is reached;

Pastor Fliedner regards Sunday schools
We must remember that ouy battle is to our souls are enraptured with the giorious
n, and*‘ the bread of life,” mean
Spain, and there are be won by a strength not our own.
the as the great hope of
Itis a vision. Half has never heen told. We ensame.
Jesus reiterates the truth that he is now in that country nearly twenty regalar battle that does not depend upon the swift ter; we are met by a bright form; a hand
3
11
iy: She source of spiritual life, because
men are ' | schools,
ools, enrolling
about one thousand chil i
is extended toward us.
We see the famildren,
and strong.
.

sang

together

ry to God in the highest.”

washing

worship.

sing praises four times in one

be

cooled,

sings

praises.

God's works praise

bless him.

staunch,

consistent,

sing praises.”
again,

ove

it, some

milk on

Minnesota, but I ean assure you that the
religious and moral people here are almost

unanimously opposed to the running of factories on Sunday. True, many of them do
run, and so do reapers and even “threshing
machines, but they do not aid in running
them or patronize those who do.
The question then, is not, shall the milk
be cared for or thrown away, but shall it be
cared for with a little Sabbath labor quietly
peiformed by the many at their homes, or
with Sabbath labor more publicly performed by a less number,

a few of that

number

working hard all day? And

that. few isa

large number when

factories

all

the

are

counted.
1t seems to me there can be but one answer.
:
J. N. Liscoms.

Song

in Praise to God.
BY

JOSEPH

more.

saints

should

Praise

per-

himin prayer.

Here! the

* Praise

him

Psalmist

says

verse.

And

with

sound

of

the

trumpet; praise him with the psaltery and
barp;

praise him with stringed instruments

aud organs.”

** Praise him upon the loud

cymbals; praise him upon the bigh-sounding cymbals.” ** Let everything that bath
breath praise the Lord.”
Praise ye the
Lord.
“ Let every creature rise and bring
Peculiar honors to their King;
Angels descend in songs again,
Aud ex: th repeat the long smen.”

Long

Pastorates,
Se

The

living, working

do not send their

should

his

Praise God by the faithful

Western

patrons of the factories that run on Sunday, 4 the 1ollowing
church members,

him,

Praise him in song.
* Sing praises to God,
sing praises;. sing praises unto, our King,

going four, five, and sometimes more miles;
the cheese-makers, two in each factory,
must be there and work hard all day;
teams and men in their week-day working
dress are coming and going, and all in
such a public manner that at least the first
balf of Sunday presents only a secular and
business appearance.
;
The following facts also are indicative,
and should have a bearing upon this question: The factories not running u< mentioned above, are owned or contr led by
Christians, and those running by irreligious and unprincipled mer. Amoug the
the

Man

formance of duty:

On the other hand, if carried to
go to the factory with

the

the

Nature praises,

yea,

man must

all

When

Saviour came, the angels appeared and a
maultitnde of the heavenly host sang, ** Glo-

pans, &c., comes not till Monday.
Ho
then ig the labor of the women so much increased ? we must remember that they had
no milk to set during the week, so there is
no skimming to do on Sunday,only once
straining into pans,-and that need keep no
one from church, or interfere with rest and
the factory, the milk must

and

sonsof God shouted for joy.”

——

Christian

Advocate

interesting

long pastorates and

apt to use |Sunduy.
A few years ago a young minis-.
ter came (rom a grain country to this dairy
poor: child is gone. When we speak of section. A factory was to be built. © Some
them we are liableto contemp'ate their ‘said run it en Sunday, others not. He was
condition as it was when we saw them asked the same question that ** Subscriber”
struggling with disease and death.
asks, and answered rather doubtfully, bat
But how wrong the term, how false the ‘before six months passed he was salisfied
impression. The dear ones that have died that he bad made a mistake, and preached
in the triumphs of faith are rich. They against it acccordingly. Four more years |
have gone beyond the reach of sorrow and of observation have but confirmed him in
death. God will there ““ wipe away all tears the opinion that he was mistaken in his
from their eyes.” They have experienced a first opinion. Ome member was undecided,
happy change. They bave exchanged a hut led finally to carry his milk on Sunday.
world of sorrow for one of bliss. They
He did not get to meeting, soot bezan to
have laid down the mortal tenement, to put
do other work,and now is out of the church.
on the shining robes of immortality. ‘“ Weep
A young man near here has run a factory
not for them but rather weep for thyse:f.”
three seasons om Sunday, but refused to
Here is another consoling thought: they do it again. Another says he will never
have gone beyond the reach of danger. We
run
one _on Sunday after this season.
know not, however good and amiable they Neither are religious, but assert that it is
may have been here, what they might have neither necessary nor right.
been led to do,by the wicked tempter; perI can not speak for any other state than

heart, Jong after his steps have become faseen. But it is quite different now, We
faith, fed the soul, and should live forever.
miliar with the goldeli streets, long after
. Men who believe in Christ, just the same
believe the saints will not only meet there,
his glorified bedy shall have soared to the
as their fathers of Isrpel, die.
Jesus
It is better to have large classes if remoter firmanients, and with clear vision but will renew their former acquaintance,
uses their death, just as he uses the manna, classes.
| And we often in our meditations, contema sufficient number of cultivated teachers read the mysteries of the starry worlds.
asa figure of spiritual truth. Jesus was ean not be obtained. The best minds of the
plate the time when we shall near the ceAfter warfare, rest.
;
- spiritual food
; he gives spiritual life. To church must be pressed into this field.—
lestial gate, to receive a hearty’ welcome
Ah! our brother has safely reached that | from those dear ones who are now in glory.
oe
_®8k spiritual food is to have spiritual life Zion's Herald.
rest. He has entered the gates ajar; he
‘Whichjs undying. Daath has nothing to
We near the gate of the bright city;
heard the jubilant welcome of exulting we hear the sound of heavenly voices;
. «lo with loving
God. Its office is to remove
How Goon Works Come T0 WORK friends, and mjngled his voice with that of
.. mot to destroy the soul,
their soft notes come to our ears, wafted
EviL.—Good works, like the
golden ear&1. * fam the living bread .which
of the Israelites, are valuable in them- fhe heavenly choir.
on the gentle breeze of that fair clime, We
came rings
down from heaven; if any man eat of selves; but if once erected into a golden
draw a little nearer; we hear the mingled
¢ Is it so good to die; and shall we mourn
calf to be worshiped and relied upon, are
« this bread, be shall live loreve
voices of thousands; they come in one harThat he is early taken to his rest ?
r; and the damningly pernicious.—Toplady.

read that IT will give is my flesh, which

move

tite birds; how melodious their strains. The
chirping sparrow and the gentle robin.

Sn

the term, in relation {o our absent ones, the

Perchance some who have listened, spellbound by his eloquent words, may have
deemed that genius like his could easily
surmount every difficulty, overcome every
barrier.
That the words that flowed so
veadily, like very gems, from his lips, no
care or labor of his had burnished.

word.

of our dear Redeemer. The path from
mortality to immortality is paved with
glory since it has been pressed by the

down

toil-worn

his armor

the best day-school teaghers, their minds developing, exposed daily to an atmosphere
of religious unbelief, and meeting constantly
in the periodical issues of the press, covert
or open aftacks both upon the Bible and
upon revealed religion, they need the most _. Sadly,
thorough and impressive exposition =of
God's word, and ail collateral light that
may be thrown by modern studies upon the

tender

spheres

As I.gazed on those pallid features, on not forget that ‘you are Cizero, the wise, the matter; what difference,if any, it made Countless numbers of insects hum as they
which the marks of suffering were so plainly the philosophical Cicero, who was wontto in their work, and what they thought of fly through the air, or, in places where they
written, as, with tearful eyes, I marked the give advice to others. Let it not be said the right or wrong, of running factories on rest, help swell the grand song of nature's
empty sleeve, a mute. token of the sacri that fortitude is'the single virtue to, which
Sunday. I have done this because, as pub- melody. The lowing herds and bleating
fice laid on his country’s ‘altar, methought my ffiend is a stranger.” Here is a topic of
Ou the whole, crealic teacher, I desired to know the truth, and flocks join the strain.
how sweet, how refreshing mould be the consolation presented by the wisdom of
tion
is
a
mighty
organ
with millions of
then proclaim it.
rest it would be his to enjoy in. the bosom man. How different from the consolation
pipes’
and
an
infinite
variety
of tones in
The result of my own experience, of my
of his family, far from those scenes of blood presented in the Gospel.
observations and of the statements of others, which are breathed forth strains of sweetso; fearful, so irevolting, to every humane
* How much we feel theheed of consolation is, that in the community as a whole, the ness and glory, andit seems praise to
heart.
oi ae
WOR
:
when eur dear friends aré taken from us.
labor of Sunday is lessened by keeping the God.
. Al the close of the civil; strife, in which, Our hearts torn and bleeding ery out for milk at home, but the labor of Monday is
Nature suggests not only song but praise
for so long a period brothers had imbued an antidote, something to~soothe and heal. increased. Let us see: ILis a little more to the Most High.
At creation, * The

cious monument will be the love of thousands of ‘hearts,-the one whose exit from
earth, we yet can scarcely realize, is even
sacrifice. The mind, by thought on the
now luxuriating in that sweet rest which is
bread of life, feeds on it. Out of the study reserved for those who have faithfully

erlasting life is faith in Jesus. Faith m Jesus brings life because thus the pardon of of Jesus slain for sin, confidence in him and
sin is given, the spirit of sonship to God is dwelling in him must come.

. “ Why mourn P* says the Roman friend to

their

wusic is there? How sweet the songs of

Secular Work on Sunday.

iy
he suffers and dies for the world, itis that slander have again and again, with féarful styto comfort a mourning heart?
“ Is it right to carry milk to the cheese facThis letter of condolence shows us what tory on Sunday ?
the world may believe ; and belief in Jesus, force been hurled; ‘only to rebound: upen
This discourse was delivered in a syna- is the birth, as we have seen, of lite‘in the the beads of his detractors, : Firm in his in- could be said by sympathy, kindness and
To this question, which *‘ subscriber”
‘tegrity, as calmly and woflinchingly as he ingenuity, without the light and knowledge lately asked, the Star replies, but very cangogueat Capernaum, Verse 59. The study soul,
:
52, “ The Jews therefore strove among faced the missiles of the enemies of his couns of Christianity to comfort the broken-heart- {’ didly says that it has bad no experience ‘in
of it as such reveals one of the ways of their
delivering discourses. The conversational themselves, saying, how can this man give try, has he faced the more terrible missiles ed mourner; but oh, how empty a mock- the matter and that it is more liable to be
of slanderous tongues.
ery! yet all a mah of Knowedge could say
!
rather than the oratorical style of address us his flesh fo eat?”
mistaken than one living in a dairy counWith
unassuming
mien,
as
though
uninind:
unaided by divine wisdom.
53.
*
Then
Jesus
said
unto
him,
verily,
was practiced by our Lord. Inquiries might,
try. Having had many years of expe:
verily, I say unto

move,

them, striking on other air, producinga
sound. And he thought the distances of
mortal vigor and youth, Our dear friend the several spheres from the earth corresthat has fallen asleep in Christ has just pond to the proportion of the notes in the
geale, making the most perfect harcrossed. a little before you, and is now musical
waiting to welcome you home. ‘Weep mony.
He did not maintain that this'music
not then for the dead.”
ih
Sil could be heard by mortals, yet existed.
But now listento animated nature. What
R. L. D. PRESTON."

Notes and Hints.

at any time be made to him, as he taught,

RE
————

facts

gives

concerning

the change

in public

sentiment in regard to them:
‘Long pastcrates are not as common now
as they were formerly in New Eigiand.
The longest pastorate in New

Englund, if

not in America, or anywhere
was probably that of Dr.

Franklin,

in any age,

Samuel

Connecticut—a

Nott, of

brother of Dr.

Eliphalet Nott, late President of Union Col-

lege. He was seltled in Franklin in 1782,
and died in 1852,
the period of his ministry
being seventy years, two months

and

thir-

teen days. Dr. Ebenezer Gay, of Hingham, Massachusetts, was a settled minister
there from June 11, 1718, to March 8, 1787,

or sixty-eight years, nine months and seven
days.

Thomas Smith, of Portland,

Maine,

held the pastoral office from March 8, 1727,
(0. 8.), to May 25, 1765, or sixty-eight
years, two months and six days.
He was
succeeded by Dr. Samuel Deane, whose
ministry lasted for fifty years and twentysix days; and he by Dr. Ichabod Nicholas,

whose pastorate, began in 1809 and ended in
1855; the united periods of these three successive pastorates in Portland being upward

of one

hundred

and

twenty-seven

years, while the total period of their ministries, as pastors and colleagues, covered
one hundred and sixty-three years, three
months and two days. Rev. Joseph Rich-

ardson, of Hingham
the second successor of
Dr. Gay, was settled in

1806,

and

died in

1871. His pastorate lasted sixty-five years,
two months and twenty-three days.
Dr.
Richard S. Storrs,

of Braintree,

mained pastor of bis
his death, in 1873.
In fact,

loag

Mass., re-

church from

pastorates

are

so

1811 to
rare, £0

much the exception nowadays, as always
to excite special remark.
The causes of
this change it is not difficult to discover.
One of these causes, and perhaps the most
potential, is the breaking down-of the
health of the city ministers, owing in part,

to the unreasonable appetite and demandof

FULLONTON.

the people for what is popularly styled
There is music in inanimate matter.
It ‘ able sermons” twice a day on-Sunday.
is in the rippling brook, the flowing stream, If'we could be content with one sermon,
the foaming cascade and the thundering and could be persuaded that we might
water-fall. The wind in soft breezes and spend the after part of the day in Sunday
gentle zephyrs causes tones of music truly schools or in social religious meetings, we
pleasing. They blow a little harder and it
should not only save the pastor much labor,
seems we are among thousands of Eolian
but benefit ourselves. Few people can di-

harps.

They

increaseto a gale and

the

boughs of the mighty oaks and tops of lofty
pines yield like the keys of a rich toned
musical instrument when touched by ski#l-

ful fingers,

Even the howl of the wind in

the hurricane is musical.
The vast ocean
is full of music. Tts voice is slow yet solemn and grand. Its roar is musical.
It is
a deep base, and it seems to be giving a
constant requiem over the dead that rest

beneath its waves.
Turn to the

heavens

above.

The stars

give their feeble light. The planets and
comets fly in their orbit. We hear not
their whirl, Bat there seems to be music
there.

Hence, says Addison,

. Forever

singing as they shine,

The hund that made us is divine.

This brings us to a subject often named
by the learned,** 7'he Music ot the Spheres.”

gest two sermons in one day, and if we
had less preaching and move praying, perhaps we should bé noné the worse for the
. change.
Joy in God is the

happiest

of all joys.

There are other sweets, but this

gin honey dropping

from

is the vir-

the comb.

Joy

in God is also a most elevating joy. Those
who joy in wealth grow avaricious; those
who joy in their friends too
bility of spirit; but he who

lose noboasts in God

grows like God—it 1s a solid joy; and he

who joys in God has good

reasons for re-

joicing.
;
Co-workers in Christ, be content

to sow

little seeds for him;

wait a

be

patient to

long time for their growing;

be strong to

endure

hopeful,

much opposition;

pecting divine fruitage. °

be
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which will tend to sustuin our faith in man
und

The finest chapter to read he thinks, is women falling have left, room ' for distrust
the 26th chapter of the gis of the Apostles. to grow up in our minds:
Gd
“The 19th chapter
of II Kings and the 87th
arity and truth, loyally and decency are
chapter
of Isaiah are very nearly alike.
not dead, though our old ready wi un,

any

the

nseis made to. rest
on the

,..

The longest verse is the

9th ‘veise

of guesticnin

faith

in them, our assumption

He who cau be led,in giving,

plead.

~Chris. Intelligencer.

and not unto men, may be depended on

do more hud ta do it

Demand of the Times.

to

: than en,
joyfully

ore

any other consideration.—FEzanuner
Chronicle.
. 3
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vii Life's Conflict.

the Lord
| as in other things, to do it as unto

Life is a corflict,—the weak:

and
:

dy

and

oan nob

brea

the

and vulgar approach;

a

1d

.
ints, Patent Merashable
nts, Frescoes and Decorations 1

S200

Satins, Blanks and

denomination, and is well adapted to social worship or congregational singing. Price $1.00 per
copy; and
75 Mlve cents each when filtyor more are
taken. Postage, 16 cents.
;
>
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Butler's Theology

ially called to the new
cau!
styles now openin
direct
from’ manufctuters, comprising
e finest

Bete aover, displayed here

Ww other si eich edst
dal tof
0
These goods will be sold at the

who areas taithial

there will

Stationery
hig
4 J in
in ovary,
¢

i

theology,

and

the

author’s

views

are

those generally accepted by the denomination. $1.60 ;
postage, 2 cents.

Butler's Commentary
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toes, ancy Goods. Moy
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Bags. Bats, B
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. discusses briefly, but cleasly all the questions o £
doctrinal

rices cheerfully for
erwise.
Window Shades and Curtain Fix.
tures, of latest styles and improved
makes,

E
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The Tribute
of Praise
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me:

Rolls o f | + is a Hymn and Tune book, prepared for

an puntos ab

|

Re

than
600 hymns and 250. different tunes. It is
adapted to either social or public wo
,withfcon.
gregational singing.” We have a —
vies left,
all gile
. Those bound in
Moroceo
0
per...
copy
eey binding, $1.25, and no pi fd by
the dozen

The stock includes 311 the fine Sides
ossed and G
ers,

“together with about

pid

/is larger
still
than the Choralist, contains

go

ton.

a

as the earth stands, thank God,

.
made arr
be
gu
all new pr
of PAP
RINGS, ae soon as introduced, intending. pure asers wanting fine goois”
are assured that they can save from 40
to 50 er cent, by purchasing their
goods of me,

P

a8 fond, and ay fond 'ss faithful. So long

against, the

The Book of Worship

als

0}
O
M

‘Here isa - thought beautifully ‘ expressed
by «H, H.” in the Indeperident—a thought

brave nod wil not, Jie; who, age cleave

.

Hill

Be iksoan;o be it

hi

T

compelling men
fb bg liberal. They mast be *- The 8th and 21s. "and 81st verses of the
en will come of age every. year who are
persuaded,
if possible, with all
wisdom, but 107th Psalm are alike. ~
not less with a great deal of Patience. And Each
and neéd not skulk ; who are loyal,
verse ot the 136th Psalm ends alike. h handed,
ian an isi to
thé best way toL0 work
There are n J¥ord s or
names
of more and will uot change. Maidens will
Work upon
grow
taking careto than six syl abi
1%
: | up every year into: women
appeal to rol ous motives,
‘are ' pure’
”
«| be yourself under the powerof the motives
abd a Bok da vil; Winate faisaeiindo

J

{stn and guilt,

hl Jpuruey,

P urity j and

contains all the letters of the alphabet
| and woman,
: although’ the: many men
except the lettérj. °
;
ivoel Drkch o

.

finance. Suppose

NAR

t ll still be true that men able to the 8b cha erf Esther, fig
forehand of their nearness amd reality,
rent costly ews save their money by seshortest verse, is the 35th verse of has be¢n slain, © Homan ‘nature has a life
lecting cheaper ones. Thére is no way of the 11th chapter
of St.’ John,
od
Non oLYirtses =) its own.and inalienable.

Mair

2 en

Sg

:
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———

m.
po
:
:
* The 21st verse of the 7th chapter of Ezra

also to be considered that the ine-

quality. complained of exists ' under

Lift the eldud,my loving Father,

1 be o

;
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The word** Lord * occuis 1,855 times,
The word * Reverend ” occurs but; once,
hich is in the ninth yerse of the 111th

far as giving is a privi-

Prag

1
&

Ar

“The word *“ and” occurs 46,277 times.

wish his brethren would test the matter for
themselves, he should pot think it bard
that he hasso much more of the blessing

y :

oh, A

-

(™

}

— et

lege, ~and our Lord has said, * It i$ nore
blessed to give than to receive,”—while one

friends, in aa
fails
scarcely see for weeping,

All isdAnrknoss.
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stand or fall, 8)
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| tions, "They, like himself, have a higher
responsibility, To their: own Master the;

A Prayers,
t

is JN

TN

%
.
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by the same author,~Prof. J, J. Butler, nowof
Hillsdale College, Theological department, —contains

a

Travel
s and Games.

two volumes, one on the Gospels, and the other om
Acts, Rom. and Cor.

New: Books at publishers’ lowest prices.
reall and Took at the goods and note
P
prices.

It is an

e xoellent

Sabbath schools and family reading.

help

for

$1.0); pest~

age, 20 eents,
strong, the bad hy yi! the good The body be such men, there will be sach womenj’
must waste away or it can not
grow; the and they shall become the fathers and mothJOHN M. GATEHOUSE,
The Treatise
EF
:
mind must ‘become wearied or it ean not’ ers of other, such men and women, and
The concurrent testimony of men of
contains a brief statement of the doctrines held
Opposite
City
Hall,
Dover,
rest. . The soul ut fight, against tempta- homes shal] contipue, and hearths remain
thought giving emphasis to fundamental
by the denomination,
and our general usages
St. Paul and. Seneca.
sacred,
and
graves
be’
deserving
of
honor
tion
as
men
do
for
the
prize.
Let
it
not
cburch-building. It is published by authority of tha
principles is of peculiar significance.” The
pr
seem strange
that peace comes by cotflict. | throughout the land.
Caution, —Notice.~The Genuine Edition. General Conference. 25 cents; postage, 2 cents.
following utterances of the Congregationalfuings of daily experience and
fo
rr.
Le any one ask himself why it is that! All these
The History of the Freewill Baptists
18¢ are to the point:
po
R
:
.
the influenceof two contemporary teachers personal observation In this world. He
everence.
covers the first half century of our e:
We may well take notice of this agree- like St: Paul and Seneca has been so won- | who is in earnest to lay hold on the crown
from 1780 to 1830. It describes with considerable
do
——
:
of eighteen cen- of eternal life, need not be surprised or disment whit fst now
and scholarly. minds derfully different in the lapse
{locluding the
LAST JOURN A LS,” unfold vividly
It is an irreverent age. * And its j:revered to the multi- heartened because every step ot advance totail, the early events of our denominatisaal hig
is 80 years strange ndventares, curiosities, wonders
as to what ju St now is the ) re-ewinent ne- turies? Lamartine

S

a

CREEPER:

cessily of

Ex-President Wool-

times.

» in. his oration

at Harvard, made

aii plan; far Souda Politit Life,” lays a duty upon our educated men to

Mars, the Tricolor had been the emblem

of the glory of France to the ends ol the
earth. With somewhat greater sobriety,
we may say that while the lessons of Seneca are known only toa few scholars, the
doctrines of St. Paul have gone forib into
all lands and created therein an entire newness of lite. Oa what prmciple can we

become teachers of the noblest ideals to the

people, to show that
more than talent and

character

is worth

knowledge,

and by

their life and works to do what they can to

drive all meanness and baseness out of pol-

ities and out of life. A revival of the standid 5 doin) bonor Jn fhe country, was

She gonlith
ntiment

am plified

and n

Adams

at Amberst,

are cold and palid, though

io

are

which he declares *“there is need ot a fresh
class of clergy, thoroughly fitted for the
recise conflict to which
they are called.

#

bring it about,”
:
g
“These are voices we may well give heed
to, liftedin behalf of a revival of honor, of
a broad culture, of religion.

esty and virtue; and what they say

Splendid aftera fashion,
we

read

and cu-

them, give

us the

alist, but that his whole life from a
given
day bore witness to; and was the
direct
result of his recognition of a’transcendent
fact.
He asks in one place, ‘ Am I not

Their plea is

of public

many of them

sensation as if we were enjoyinga good
Latin translation of some passages of-Emerson. But the secret of St. Paul's influence is this,—that he was not merely a mor-

Need, too, of a revival, and of successors
even {0 such as Whitefield and Wesley, to

drawn from the decadence

very

riously, while

hon-

gains

an

Apostle,

have

I not seen

the

Rev. Wm.

Unequal
5

el

Giving.
.

-

”

wt

Supremacy

Lord?”

is

very unequally

distributed.

The sense of duty, of responsibility,

and of

fraternal equality in sacrifices as well as in

Here

culture, in the exaberance

of Love.

that

has

the

sun-

beam in it: ‘The Lord’s mercies are new
What an assurance this
every morning.”
is to carry with us in all our wayfarings

through this world!

‘The future

is always

privilege, of generosity: and public spirit, dark to us. The shadows breod over it. A
are qualities that exist in different degrees. veil hides it from our sight. What is under
In some they act with so little energy as the shadows, what is behind the veil, what
barely to indicate their existence,—in oth- is advancing out of the impervious mist,
ers they are strong and fruitful. It hence none of us can know. We have no anxcomes to pass that some persons of large fous questions to ask. This is enough for
worldly means give. little, and otbers of all that is coming: ‘The Lord’s mercies
comparatively small weans give much; are new every morning.” The morning
proportion of yet to break upon us may be heavy with
and in general that .the
the new mercies
No matter;
wealth or income is far frome being accurate- storms.
ly represented by the relative amount: con- will not fail. Come, live a comfortable,
Don’t borrow
his fact is a trouble {o many happy and ‘thankful life.
“tributed.
minds,. It is hard, they think, that they trouble. Don’t be cast down with care or
Take up each day as. it comes, cermust strain every nerve, must practice work.

the smoking car, where

¢

asks not, How much

are my

brethren do-

ing? but how much is due from me?
others can not do his duty, so neither

As
can

the neglect of others diminish his obliga-

tain of this, that whatever

corgect :

‘‘Go-

ing to hell, gentlemen, 1 see—as fast as you

can!”
ee:
The profit and loss account of these
“stunning” modern ways of usefulness it
may sometimes be hard to balance. ' Now
and then some gaping sinner may be caught
by that very slangy irreverence which disgusts and
drives away the majority, whose
minds and wsthetic faculties are more developed. One such man being hit and reformed—his range having been got in some
extraordinary manner—may

do much geod,

and is pretty sure to be heard of (and irom)
as a convert; while the ninety and nine
persons who were repelled into a more dis-

tant and hopeless alienation from the truth
of what allured him, are not so liable fo rise

and stand until
gationalist.

they be “coanted.—Congre-

Offers.

went as far in the liberality of its offers to the
patrons of or publications as it could go in wisdom-or safety. And we have reason to believe
that these offers will be met in the sane spirit of
liberality and enterprise in which they are made,
and thys
securefl,

duty, however

little, which

God's grace—and

tation, however small,

which

cent

lower than

wish

to place

them

where they

——

it

lay

scholar

who

the Star and
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lation.
Any subscriber to the Morning

Star, who will

furnish the name of a New ONE, can have the
two copies of the paper, for one year, at $4.50,
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Sa?

friends

will choose their

own

way of get-

ting up the clubs, and so make the generous of-

not

learned,

honor, of gratitude,
ment is all pleasure

at the old price and pay the postage in
Ten copies

or more,

sent

to one
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address,

will
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ing cards, with the abrapt salutation:

pleasure is a duty, and duty a pleasure.
to do or to bear, iv will bring new mercics And so the words are: one. For what is
in order to sustain the cause, while others,
duty? Simply what is due; and duty done
whose obligations are as great, take the for new deeds.
4g a debt paid,—receipted, canceled, and rething very easily, and lift, as it were, with
leased. We are’too apt in the overflow of
one hand or one finger at the load that op:
Facts about the Bible,
life which belongs especially to youth, but
presses them. They are often moved to
lasts thank God, sometimes into grey hairs,
a
w—
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’
"say, © Others must do more or less,”
Two weeks since we published a short —we are too apt to treat it in another way ;
This is avery natural feeling. It is hard
too apt to dwell upon its hardness, its seto see a burden that ought to rest equally article purporting to be the facts which a vere demands, its restrictions of liberty.
on all cast almost wholly upon a few by prisoner gathered from a copy of the Bible.
Learn to look on it, dear children, in the
the 'unfaithfulness. of many. But before
we truer light. It is undone duty that is hard;
which
copy
the
to
according
Although
suffering this sense of hardship to disgust
just as a debt osed and paid has ip ita
them with the work altogether, some con- selected, our attention has been galled to thought of pleasure, and relief, of freédom
siderations require to be taken into account. a number of typographical errors which,
He who gives us an act of duty and grat- doubtless, previous careless proof-reading from a haunting shadow which bears down
itude to the Lord, basa higher measure of overlooked, We think the following is stout hearts with its anxious load. And inof
its highest reach, your duty is a debt
liberality than any human standard. He

self-denial and self-sacrifice to the utmost,

of his desire to
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The support of religion By voluntary contribution involves an undoubted evil that
the burden

Lamson,

th of thul mi, v *lins country,
and

are alloyed—sometimes sopred and utterly
spoiled—by it. Whenerer and wherever
ood taste and good breeding are absent

For six thousaind years God has been liftimpressive enfoicement from the cendition
and necessities of the nation. The pulpit writers accept as his, are the key to his his- ing the world up toward the’ realization of
and the rostrum have of late been in singu- tory, and render his long career of devotion love. He has been tempering the spirit of
The old idea that *‘ might is
lar accord, and both are most urgent in al- to the weifare of humanity a transparency ; nations.
fiming the need of a revival of righteous- while, without the truth implied in them, right,” has been fadimy away in the atmosness throughout the land. We can not but the noblest and wisest life,—always except- phere of love. Arbitration is sabstituted
He has been corbelieve that this agreement of conviction ing that of St. Paul's master, —which is to for the spirit of war.
and desire of thoughtful men betokens the be found in the annals of mankind becomes recting the church, and attuning its various
He
dawn of a better era. As citizens and either a tragic dream,or must be reprobated discordant sects to the “key of love,
Christians, there open before us new duties, us the most consummate imposture which has been bringing up individual human
and much will depend upon the action of ever was perpetrated on the credulity of nature. Many have entered into the expeThe charity which St. Paul rience of perfect love; many more are enboth, All signs point to an increasing the world.
Slowly some of these elements are
painted in colors so fair, and ‘in pro- tering.
earnestness on the Jon of those who have has
at heart the weal of the church or country. portions so exquisite was no mere fancy rising ; ore rapidly “others; but one day,
In no fitter way could our centennial year sketch. It was his summary of the life of all wilibe up. Then will be brought to
be introduced than by a wide-spread revival Jesus; but his gospel to the world, and pass the prediction of Isaiah:
* The wolf also shall dwell with the
of religion, This would secure the aims of the source of his own inspiration was this,
lamb, and the leopard shall lie down with
all true reformers, and would bring back a —that He in whom this charity unfolded
new regard for integrity, by the quickening its lofty attributes was the Revelation of the kid ; and the calf and the young lion
of the public conscience and the kindling the Eternal Purpose of God for humanity, and the tatling together; and a little child
bear
up of an intenser faith in the verities of our and that he had emerged from the eclipse shall lead them. And the cow and the
of death, and was alive for evermore.— shall fééd and their young ones shall lie
common Christianity.
down together; and the lion shall eat straw
Among the immediate results of the state Spectator.
like the ox. And the sucking child shall
of things new existing, should be the deplay on the hole of the asp, and the weaned
velopment of a- spirit of prayer.
There
Sins. Blotted Out.
chiid shall put his hand on the cockatrice
never was greater need of resorting to the
den.
They shall not hurt nor destroy in
—@ —
latter than now, while there are indications
all my holy mountain ; for the earth shall
“1 have blotted out as a cloud thy transgresthat the opportunities for concert in prayer,
in view of our popular sins, were never so sions, and, as a cloud, thy sins.”’—lsaiah 44: 22, be full of the knowledge of the Lord, as the
:
EE
—}-do not know of an image that could waters cover the sea.”
ne
{
arises
a picture of concord! The story is
now from the depth of dur want. We look, more emphatically express the entireness of toldWhat
of Mendelssohn, that when a boy he
God’s forgiveness. On some sultry sammer
therefore, to see the united and personal
was
so proficient in musiz that he seemed to
day
1
have
seen
a
dark
cloud
gather
in
the
employment of this instrumentality in such
west, Gradually it rises and spreads till it inspire an instrument whenever his fingers
earnestness,
and
pA such
numbers,
as to
witness to the 1act that the people believe covers the whole heavens and hangs like touched it. On one occasion his father took
help must come to them from God. Then, a pall of darkness over the field and forest. him to an old Cathedral, and in the interim
too, are there not supplied to the pulpit in- Soon the great harbinger drops begin to fall, of service, conducted him to the organ loft
and then comes the pouring rain till the and sat him upon the seat of the organist.
timations as to the nature and direction,
And now the westerly After instiueting bim in the use of the stops
just at present, of its ministrations?
A re- clouds are emptied.
ligion is now demanded that will put fresh breezé springs up and sweeps away every and pedals, he pumped the bellows while
the boy played.
Such music had never beemphasis on the sermon on the mount, and vestige of cloud, leaving the sky as blue
fore been produced upon that organ.
The
make the morals of Jesus return tous in and stainless as though not a cloud had
their awful significance. It is the absence ever flecked it. And the setting sun throws monks [rom the adjoining monastery came
of personal righteousness, within and out- its radiance over the landscape, which was in, one by one, and ascended to the top of
the stairway. On reaching this point they
side of the church, that calls for the pre- just now covered with darkness and gloom.
sentment of the duties of godly living, add The change is perfect. The thick clouds were held spell-bound.
Well, when
that day comes that the
of Christianity as a life. Intenser belief on are blotted out, gone, swept away. Beautiworld shall be attuned to love, and God
the one hand, and more honest, Christ-like ful image of the change through which the
run his fingers along the key-board,
living on the other, are imperatively re- sonl passes in ceming into the experience of shall
as he is ever doing in his providence,—no
God's
forgiving
love.
The
consciousness
of
quired; and the pulpit that pleads for these
shall the harsh notes of discord be
with a “sympathy bordering, it may be, up- sin rises as a heavy cloud and hangs over more
heard; but from the old organ of human
on passion,” will not lack believing and the soul dark and threatening. The thun- nature shall go forth music so sweet that
ders of divine wrath are heard. But while
profiting auditors,
the soul trembles and looks in vain for a the angels and all the hierarchy of heaven
The preachers who; on various platfoxms,
hiding-place,
the breath of God's forgive- will hasten to the confines of this world and
are commending to the people the practice
stand enraptured by the completeness and
ness
scatters
the
clouds, and the heavens,
of virtue, and fealty to conscience, will but
richness of the harmony.
second the ministers that declire the coun- just now black and threatening, ave bright
« He which testifieth these things saith,
try’s need to be a new heart, a personal and cloudless, and the Som\wof Righteous “Surely I come quickly; amen. Even so
obedienee to the commands of God. The ness sheds his bright heams over all, and a come, Lord Jesus."—@. T. Weaver.
revival so many are now calling for can voice is heard within the soul, saying, ¢‘1
come only through repentance and the do- have blotted out, as a thick cloud, thy
transgressions, and, asa cloud, thy sins, ”—
ing of the divine will.
Closet Prayer.”
and these words, which even

and

thoughts, ¥peech

Even: our methods of doing good

conflict ; why, then, should we be surprised do something for the master whom he loved, BEY,
if the treasure ot the soul costsus our all’? enter us a volunteer tract distributor, upon |
Why should the path to heaven be made the personal visitation of a city street where
easy, and all the walks of duty resound with happened to reside many families of the
music and Glades,
to allure unwilling highest culture and respectability, with the
feet? The deepest joy ot the heart springs result of exciting for months their sneering
from the deepest humiliation. We, then, ridicule at” anything Pprsimating to the
conclude that it is best to go down in the savor or the mention of evangelical religvalley of humility and on the field of con- ion. He would much better have been mn
flict, remembering that when we go down bed and asleep during those. ill-spent and
,
there will be a coming up again. The con- unfortunate hours.
We confess to much the same doubt as
flict will soon be over; and if we have
achieved the victory at last, through the to the wisdom .and good effect of the en-|
merits of Christ, we will be called to enjoy deavor which is sometimes made to utilize
the bliss of heaven and a life that is free railroad traveling as a meansof grace, by}
going about among the passengers with
from cenflict.
the incisive question: ‘‘Is your soul saved, | |=
sir?” Worse than this. was the entering,

the area of persuasion or acceptance covered by the respective essays of the two
men? Ofcourse character tells immensely in the long run, and it is {rae that beside St. Paul's ideal of human charactef,
as exhibited espedially in the thirteenth
chapter of his first letter to the Corinthians,
the most rhetorical of Seneca's seutenees

reviva) of respect for intel hotus) forces by
which the supremest men would be brought
into activity. Latest, and perhaps the most
suggestive of all, comes the speech of

Francis

ence colors almost all’ our

and life.

strange that the good things of this world
rationally account tor the vast difference in ‘can only be secured by toil, saerifice and)

enforced
fi
in this

Ex-Goy. Bullock, at Brown University,
set forth the rule of cultivated minds in our
national history, and Sloquent] urged the

Charles

ward the heavenly prize must cost effort.
It is constantly maintained in the work of
Christian instruetion that it is good for man
to tread a hard path, to encounter difficulties, to experience disappointments and to
suffer affliction. The life of a good soldier
of Jesus Christ is bat a battle and a march,
For him there is no rest and no home till he
gains the better country—the home of the
blessed and the pure. We do not think it

tudes who surged under his window in
1848 that, whereus the Drapeau Rouge had
only been carried round the Champs de

an

*

;
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communications
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At no time, perhaps, in the history of the
church has there been greater need than

of Peace,

It was

manifest

More-

over, such teaching tends to make us

dis-

contented, as it leads the mind to dwell

on

tumults.

serve

tatidns of high heeveu wich it is possible

for-humanity to comprehend.
Its provisions were for all men and for sa® time,
Since then no new revelation has been given, no modified or supplemental gospel
proclaimed,no new instructions furnished
for reforming the world and saving men
from sin. When Christ called forth from

ing

which

corrodes

the

onl

in heart, for they

him, and whrough him a new heart will be

——THE

O'CONNELL

“Friday was celebrated

tion,

nor

a gospel

of consola‘ion,

and

these combined, that is

The object of preaching
to accept the gospel

instruction,

nor

a

but all

A

are

Last

in Ireifind, and in

our

But we do know that men differ greatly;

#s to persuade men

what to one is a sore trial, another hardly
notices; what is a souree of joy to one, may

be

as the

means of mak-

of poetry,

belong to

the pulpit only as statuary and carved eornice and frescoed ceiling belong to some
grand old cathedra!.
Wnatever will help

the messenger to a favorable reception or

-

then,

proclaimed.

to

ing them better on earth and saving them
in heaven. It is manifest that this can only
be secured by earnest and faithful presentation of the truths designed to accomplish
the end.
The flowers of rhetoric, the abstractions
of philosophy, the deductions of science, or
the captivating music

them.
Of how much value,
comparisons?

ot
HR A

such a work has the “ promise of the life
whieh now is and of that which is to
come,”

\

A

Plodding

“It is certainly a very important lesson,
how (o enjoy ordinary

to beable to relish your being

things, and

without

transport of some passion or the

tion of some appetite.”

the

gratifica-

3

We do not suppose that Steele thought he

had given utterance to a
when he said this, as he
The lesson is one we shall
eration and}reiteration are

remarkable truth
surely had not.
remember, if jtagencies in the

acquisition of knowledge.
There are somelfacts which we can not
banish.

Among these is that which speaks

out of the experience of all the ages past,

thatit is the design of Providence that nine

* hundred and ninety-nine ofus. should lead
life, {that it is the only life we

phrase

are fit for or,

capable of enjoying; that if the

has been [overloade
with dthe tire-

me,

and lead

mein

When Jesus came he exposed

the perversion,

oa

, to'learn

be any wicked way in

the way everlasting. But most of the
people rested on forms and ceremonies,
while the heart-fountain was impure and the

life corrupt.

Lite.

——MR. MURRAY'S CHURCH.
that a lot has been secured. and

It is said
other steps

taken for the erection of a house of worship

awaken unpleasant thoughts in the mind of for the society over which Mr. Murray is
another. So is it not best to be content ? to preside. The society, in the meantime,
The probability is that our.lot in life is no has leased Music Hall for a year, and hopes
harder than.that of others, notwithstanding to have its new house ready before the lease
we may think otherwise. We may be un- expires. The building itself is going to be
atle to understand why this and that should a simple one, it is said, so that it may be, in,
be as it is, but shall we be the happier or do point of expense, really the people’s place of
more to make others happy by our irrel- worship. This ,represents the main idea
with this new Society we believe. Mr. MurSaid a profound
evant questionings?
philosopher discoursing on kindred subjects, ray claims at least to be the people's friend
*‘O my brothers, God lives.” In this grand and minister, to condemn extravagance in
sentence may we not find a trust which will conducting worship, and to enable all who»)
give quiet to our days and rest to our souls ? will to sit under the preaching of the word.
God lives and we live. The closer the rela- That is certainly commendable. As for his
tion between the maker and the work of his influence in the aggregate over a church and
hands, the clearer and more exaited will the community, we suppose that will have to be
way of duty appear, and the greater the tested before it ean be safely estimated.
strength to walk therein.
For he is commonly judged to be somewhat

render the message more emphatic or gain
it surer acceptance belongs to the gospel
ministry. Hence the need of the culture and
discrinuinating judgment which the schools
bring. There is not a little danger, howwei, that the preacher may forget in estimating the importance of these auxiliaries
the overshadowing im portance of the mesThe Pure in Heart.
sage. Embassadors to a foreign court do
:
—
well to study attractive dress and effective
After remarking upon the first verses of the
and winning speech with which to present sermon on the mount; the part usually calltheir message; but the message itself can ed the beatitudes, Dr. Doddrige exclaimed :
neither be altered nor suppressed without Blessed Lord, either these are not thy words,
treachery and danger.
or we are not Christians. The standard of
What the world needs and waits for is a character set up in these fundamental
ministry not only of culture but of conse- |- truths is so different from that reeeived and
cration ; not of intellectual brilliancy alone, acted on by the world, or even by the nombat of a soul illuminated with the Spirit of inal church, as to demand deep inquiry and
divine truth. Not only shou!d it move to earnest self-examination. The whole disthe mellow cadence of song from the bow- course is on the same theme, presenting
ers of the muses, but to the sweeter strains with surpassing excellence the true doctrine
of that old song, which, from Bethlehem’s
of a right life.
oy 8
plain has echoed through the world for eighThe doctrine had indeed been proclaimed
teen centuries, filling a myriad of souls with
long before. It formed the substance of the
a music eternal.
ten commandments,
and
was diffused
*¢ Embassadors for Christ.”
Can aught throughout the -teaching of Moses and the
else so truly exalt man as the occupancy of prophets. The burden of David's prayer
such a position? What privilege so royal,
was: Create in me, O God, a clean heart,
shat work so high, what methods so pure,
and renew a right spirit within me. Again:
what resulls so enduring as belong to this
Search me, O God, and know my heart ; try
embassy? Surely, faithful consecration to me and know my ‘thoughts ; and see if there

and

required

moral purity

as essential to, acceptance with God.
‘What

day?

is the great need of mankind to-

Not a ritual.

Temples may be mul-

tiplied, farnished, and adorned; their services may be observed with all strictness,
there may be nothing lacking in types and
ordinances; yet the needs of man remain
unsatisfied. Nor will the most - profound

:
The month that

erratic, to hold to too great

of be-

freedom

lief and practice, and to be rather playing
about the Orthodox standard than holding
himself steadfastly to it. There is also some

speculation as to the line of future policy
that he way strike while pursuing (rout
and deer in the Adirondacks,and

what new

opinions he will advance on emerging from
the woods. .It is a question il’ it is fair or

courteous thus

to be constantly watching

liness. * Soap and water, freely and properly

used,

will prove

more

efficacious in

warding off disease than all the physicians
in the land in removing it” after it bas ap-

whether we should publish it or not.

We

accordingly.

reducing the pay, the folly of the laborers
in taking the course they have can hardly
a

rash,

impolitic

step,

Sure to react against them, and to make
their condition much worse. Indeed the
leaders in it are said to be young and single
persons, who out-vote the family men and
women, who will really be the greatest sulferers. Of course there is ‘apparent hardness in requiring these laborers to enter
the winter's work on reduced pay, when
the cost of living will be greater and their
previous wages has hardly been up to comfortable summer living. Bat if it is (his or

nothing, it would seem

to be better not to

insist upon nothing.
As for the assertion itself there are some
grounds for it. Business generally has not

revived from last year's depression as we

had hoped it wold. The difficulty scems
to be less in a lack of money, than in a profitable employment of the money -that may

hail with joy, and earnestly

desire "its in-

crease, both of power and effectiveness. But
does it seem (0 be practicable, or is it possible, since divine grace must

accomplish

past week,

resulting

in untold

grain and other necessaries of life,

work through human instruments with their
great variety of honest beliefs and convic-

they are ready to

Business firms

are always failing. Food and fuel are never
long at the same price. There is nothing
in these conditions to indicate hard times.
They will come, if at all, through the sloth-

fulness, or folly, or extravagance of individ-

uals, who collectedly make communities and
their conditions. Let each one set himself

to a wise, industrious and cheerful use of
his time and means, and the wolf will no
more approach the door than a fever would

cient guarantee of its excellence, _

defied public sentiment, which was variously, vigorously and persistently expressed,
Public meetings in front of his saloon were
held, he-was prosecuted on several minor
points wherein he offended, and, finally, his

place was set on fire by himself it is said,
in the night, though not. burned out. The
virtue of bad eggs was finally tried by

sone unauthorized parties, and still the man

sailing away into the sea of eternity.

name,” the denomination without differences

to have less of that.

able conclusion, for since that day, not the

faintest
tidings bave been heard from men
or balloon. A fearful tempest broke over
this region from the northeast at about mid-

night of the day spoken of, and it was gen-

Says our correspond-

ent:

Such

seems now, however, to be the only reason-

Now, as to the sectional and denOminational spirit in prosecuting Christian work,—
that is another thing. We may and ought

erally believed that the air-ship and

:

There is want of brotherly love in ‘doing.
this work most painfully apparent; of genuine sympathy that rejoices in each other's
prosperity, and is ever ready to aid in carrying forwaid the great work of soul-saying, ng, irrespective of church relationship, It
Pho
we magnify these minor differences until we measurably lose sight of the
one great end of all Christian association,
that this ** impossible church * has become

its oc

cupants were wrecked in the storm, and the

men drowned in the lake. This now seems
impossible, as not the slightest remnant of
balloon or clothing has been discovered on
either shore, although the most diligent
search has been made. A score of theories
have been broached and abandoned,and still
-the mystery lingers.
)An,attempt was made to b'ame Prof. Dona necessity. We need it to lift us above
aldson for carelessness in his preparations.
our denominationalism, and to unite us in a
Some found fault with the material of the
stronger sympathy as Christian workers.
That is true. We have all witnessed too gas bag. Profs. Steiner, King and other
many painful cases in which one church of well known aeronauts ventilated their theoone denomination has refused to unite with ries in the papers, and all to no purpose.
another church of another denomination in The question has in some quarters been per-

gathering a common harvest.
sympathy
We would
Bat at the
away with
version of

reasonsof being, this conduct

ist?

tinently raised whether

"We have no

Hardly.

indeed, prohibited.

same

seems to ex-

of some traveling show, and
ets of the showman?

time w. may not

on Current

Camp-MEETING

PIETY.

Events,

The

Science is already in

possession of all the facts balloonists are
likely to furnish, —why then, should human
life be jeopardized to add to the attractions

We may improve the family

spirit, but at the

balloon ascensions

simply to gratify a curious and gaping multitude onght not to be discouraged, if not,

with or apelogy for that conduct.
earnestly seek to eradicate it.
same time should we hope to do
the denominations, through a perwhose fundamental principles or

Notes

iry other means of derangement for the
same end. We have always had strikes, at

least for the last few years.

——

oul a thought that two human beings were

tions, to secure the *‘ one church without a

loss of

Bat it is nol best to lose courage, or to
begin to whine for bread till we see an actual want of it. The fact is, it isa settled
policy of certain parties to cry hurd times,
because thus they make their gains. If
they can fill their purses out of ‘the deragements that war produces,

sei

and as the airship sailed upward and away
over the glistening waters of the lake the
curious thousands turned homeward with-

its

tear down the walls of our homes.
Our correspondent asks:
Who shall say that this general looking
be had.
It is easier to hire money, for instance, than it is in many cases to use it up to a *‘ higher life” among Christians,
this demand that is everywhere being recogadvantageously: The markets are deranged. nized, for union gpon a higher basis, is not
Provisions are beginning to be more costly, a needful preparation for Corist’s second
The summer's trouble in the coal mines will coming and spiritual reign upon the earth ?
be likely to make fuel higher, unless the
Not we, indeed. We believe that itis
country was greatly overstocked with it be- such a preparation. Let us enocurage and
fore, which is hardly probable, Business promote it in all practicable ways.
failures are reported weekly. And then
-_—P—
here are these strikes and lock outs, that
Western Department.
would inevitably make times hard if they
‘had the best disposition in the world to be
Rev. A. H. Huling, Manager.
|
easy. And then bere tpo.are the rains of
56 Madison St., Chicago, Ill.
the

AEE

THE BALLOON Mystery,
It is J now
nearly three weeks, at the present writing,
since Prof. Donaldson, in company with
Mr. Grinwood of the Chicago Evening
Journal, made an ascension from this city,
ina huge balloon belonging to Barnum’s
Hippodrome.
The weather was favorable,

that are esteemed vital, such as is called for
of in some quarters at the present day?

One

every mill in the city 1s closed, and that
great suffering must ensue. ‘Whatever may
be said of the act of the manufacturers in
It is

A

Corbin at ‘last accounts held his position,
while the entire'community were as deter-

the article bears any such teaching as that.
It was not called the ** impossible church”
because we did not wish it to be possible,
but because we“did not believe it to be practicable. All union of Christian efforts we

the ways in which the Fall River mill operatives set about preparing for such a condition is by striking against a reduction of
wages, getting locked out of the wills, and
thus finding thsmselves left to get a living
on nothing a day. It is said that nearly

be justified.

0

tions of country where factories are just go-- mined as ever.
:
ing into operation, as they are numerously
~ It is really the people of one small town
in New England and the West, not to be- against thie legal power of the State, and
gin by following the business on Sunday.
the money power of the Brewer's Associa-'
tion. The plucky people of Westerville
Tre
ImpossisLe CIliuRCH., A corres- will have the sympathy of good
pedple in
pondent objects to a vertain editorial that seeking the attainment of their object, whatlately appeared in the Star,"on the ground ever may be thought of the wisdom of some
that it speaks against a union of Christian of the means employed.
»
effort in saving the world. . We do not think
BH A

for is clean-

and suspecting a person, rather than giving
him a generous public support until it may seize the statue
of Bacchus.
be ound that he is not safely directing the
public thought. Suppose we try the latter
HiLispALE CoLLEGE. The action of the
way, for there can be no doubt of the abun- Trustees of this Institation at their last
sesdant good that Mr. Murray might accom- sion, seems tq have given 4 new
impulse
plish if he pursues the right line and has a to the work of rebuilding.
We learn that
fair chance.
the thi}or East building. of the projected
group, is going forward rapidly, and will
——‘ SURRENDERING TO THE IMMERSION- add much to the general pleasing eflect
desired.
1575.” Prof. Paine, of the Bangor Congre- and harmony
The
Faculty
various
committees
gational Theological Seminary, has been and
are working
calledto account by the * V¢. Chronicle for harmoniously -and hopefully together for
certain alleged heterodox teachings on the success in this work. Pror. Dunn has
subjectof baptism.
commiftes
That paper says that asked of the Prudential
vehe holds, First, that immersion was the lease from duty in the Theological Deapostolic and primitive mode of baptism; partment for one
. year, we regret to say,
Second, that sprinkling was only allowed but are not advised yet as to the action
in case of sickness; ‘and Third, that sprink- taken,
ling was not generally introduced till the
Prov. MESERVEY's Book-keeping, adverfourteenth century, and the change was" tised in this paper, is being
introduced into
brought about by thé spread of Christianity many schools, the great
popularity of the
into colder latitudes, This, the Chronicle author, for many years the Principal of the
thinks, is a nonclfalant surrender of the hisNew Hampton Institution, and the head of
It the Commercia
torical argument to the immersionist.
l department, being a suffithen attempts to méel the argument by

which Prof. Paine substantiates his propositions, but fares poorly in the effort and

on the practice of this latter class. If one
should attempt it we do not know now

tice. We would especially urge those sec-

The condition

that the month absolately calls

»

-

seems to be no adequate reason for the prac-

:

~—THE TRYING MONTH.

prepare themselves

CENTENNIAL.

i

AAR

Already the mortality among the children

tion and improvement.

to be harder the coming winter than they
were last, and that working people must

Current— Topics.

.

bb

tries the vital force within us is now passing.

This seems to be a fortunate union of racrea-

victims.

God

hi

should have first to see what kind of a case
ould be made out. We should not have
had even as much to do with it as we
have, but for the fact thmt. it has ecome a
vital question in many communities, and is
fast working itself into many others. There

obtained. Ceuntinued faith in him will seTue Business OUTLOOK.
Already we
cure the heart ia holiness, thus keeping the
are
beginning
to
be
told
that
the
times are
soul in union and communion with
here andrhereafter.

i

, 1875.

of the]
Sunday school is receiving faithful attention.
The best workers are in attendance, and
the meeting is said to be highly profitable.

last week being 100 daily,

some places in this country, as the bundredth amniverary of the birth of this great
are redeemed by including among their
| orator, politician, and Irish liberator.
The
numbers even one of these.bénefactors.
. But we are told that these people have ceremonies were slightly marred in Dublin
the world the men who were to be his
happy dispositions to begin with, that inher- by one or two orders of a: factious official,
chosen instruments’to proclaim the Word |
which rather set the English Liberals, Protwhich was laden with a resurrection pow- ited tendencies and, fortunate surroundings estants and Home Rulers
by the ears, bit
have given every facility for the growth and
er, he called them to be preachers; * and
these were got along with in a quiet way.
maturity
of
their
characters.
Because
we
as ye go, preach,” was the explicit injuncThe name of Daniel O'Connell is a housetion. As messengers they were to go forth are not born equal to the angels is it duty hold word in most parts of Ireland,
and the
ard, forgetting self, remember only the im- or policy to live lower than the beasts? enthusiasm awakened by his
hundredth
portance and divine -character of the mes- Because our neighbor has more to induce birthday was characteristic
of the people
sage. To * preach Christ, and him cruci- happiness, must we do naught but to fold who exercised it. By
his intense spirit and
our
arms
and court misery? Yet that was vigorous
fied,” was to proclaim that gospel which he
agitation he sectred emancipation
had revealed, and point to the consumma- what the one-talent man thought, and this to the Catholics, obtained
the leadership, or
tion of its provisions in his wondrous same spirit is an indelible fact in human at least the control, of the House of Comnature.
death.
mons, and proved himself among the first
1t is said as no two particles touch each orators
In like manner, the essential
and characand political managers of the day.
teristic work of the gospel minister to-day other, so no two souls come into contact. To be sure, his character has been
vagiousis to get access to the people and ** preach Radically, we know but little of people. ly estimated by such writers
as Greville,
unto them Jesus.” In order to do this, a The number is very small indeed the source Crabb Robinson and others, but there can
clear understanding of both Christ's mis- of whose joys or sorrows are known to us. be no doubt of his ability in debate, his
suesion and message is indispensable.
What We may see something of their ways to get cess in politics, and his bigh favor among
bread
and
luxury;
but of that incomparably
he did and what he taught had an explicit
the Irish to-day.
His career may have been,
reference to all real human want. It is for greater realm of mind and heart we bat in some sense, a failare, but it was a markthis reason that the minister is called upon catch glimpses of those nearest us. Yet we ed one, and was worthy of the
ceremonies
to present a gospel embracing many feat- compare ourselves with this and that per- with which his centennial has been honorures. Itis not alone a gospel of reconcilia- son. We know ourselves but do not know ed.
gospel of warning

AUGUST

a

\

of morals ever so good, resolve and re-re- dwellers.” Then be careful of the food that
solve, scrutinize ourselves, and employ all is eaten, trying to let it be farinaceous inconceivable methods of self-discipline; the stead of fatty, always light and simple, till
result in every case ‘is failure. There isa the September frosts at least; uvoid green
way, and but one way, to be pure in heart. fruits, but eat freely of that that is ripe.
That is by the way of the cross,by the blood These are simple rules, but they are wonof Christ, which cleanseth from all sin. derfully efficacious. By rigidly practicing
Cowe to Jesus, accept him, yield fully to them, death may be cheated of full half its

heart

and casts an untimely blight over the promises of useful and brilliant careers which
are seen in the growing characters of many
young péople. Very many neighborhoods

a

I

Society will bas begun, the death rate in New York Cry

reformed,

oth-

ers. ~ They are conscious of no overmasterselfishness,

adulteries,

tion. In vain do we depend on the schemes

These trials do not awaken
any highwrought inspiration ; yet it must require at.

and

pion

or works of men, or upon our own efforts.
The world : has abounded with professed re- peared. Then breathe the purest air that
formers. Who have failed even to reform canbe got. Let the sleeping rooms espethemselves: No plans or labors of our own cially, and the living Yooms, be well ventilated. Thit is a prime necessity for city
| will avail. * We may setup or adopt codes

grief may have fullen

souls, happy that they’seek

and all other abominations.
‘Blessed are the pure

upon their lives and left its scar; no besetting sin may compel them to keep an elérnal vigilance; but facing them daily are the
same disagreeable and tedious
duties.

with all the

proceed evil thoughts, murders,

shall see God.” He who gave the doctrine
And the promise can alone supply the condi-

Yet

first surely, all their energies and patience
to put up with them. Tnese are the happy

within, out of the hesdrt,

as there is purity of heart.

the exceptional as the true ideal of the avs

the midday

‘‘ As he thinketh in his heart,

From

be elevated and the world

erage daily life.

No overwhelming

from God

all’ the ‘manifos

to

these are not brilliant people. The flashgs
of wit or sparks of genius are not their
heritage. We find them to be a very common kind of people, though often surrounded by uncommonly trying circumstances.

the Gaspel

proclaimed

authority and attested by

make a thousand and one Niagaras.

retreat from

It was to give joy for mourning, smiles
for tears,and the light of hope for the blackto both proclaim and

privilege

whose daily life is woven those threads of

sarrow, which have made of this fair- earth

inward fountain is impure, the life can “not

be otherwise.

serenity which makes their presence a quiet

one vast gallery of despairing gloom.

the outflowing conduct will correspond, and
an exalted character be built up; but if the
so is he.”

high

‘The

hidden springs of action; if these are pure,

heroism if it were an every-day fact. Think
rivulets

sins.

first test of moral character is applied in the

of the thousand and one rivers and

claiming that it is their

I

Secret faults lie at the tendance, and the practical work

basis, and lead to presumptuous

humble

We have all met with individuals who are
just the same the year round, who meet us
with the same good-natured smile, into

now for the ministry to look well to the
source of its power as bearing upon the
limitations of its work.
‘I'he manifestations
of the thoughts and purposes and affections
of mankind, which we conveniently call
human pature, have been essentially the
same in al! lands and in all ages.
The
moral
crookedness of these manifesta
tions has furnished the historian of the race
with the material out of which he has
painted on the historic canvas the successive pictures of woe and want, of pain and

ness of despair that Christ came

however

girded all the time for the performance of
heroic deeds. Heroism would no longer be

8. F. MOSHER, Office Editor. &

heroic,

the surroundings, but quite another to con‘vince us that it should be so. We even
doubt whether the Lord meant for us to be

ror

WEDNESDAY,

sumptaous sins,”

It is one thing to preach that life ought
and

as

‘MORNING STAR,

THE
to be grand

SMART

fill

the

pock-

Worx aN» Tae CENTENNIAL.
The
wowen of Illinois propose to be heard from
at the great Centennial next year. Judging
from the vigorous start made, they will
prove {(hemselyes abundantly worthy of
their courageous grandmothers who made
bullets and bread with equal facility a hundred years ago.
i
A Woman's Centennial Association has

Just been organized with Mrs. Gov. Bever-

edge as President, and one vice president
for each congressional district in the State.
It is provided that each vice president shall

elect two associates from different counties
in the district who,

with the vice president,

sha'l constitute a committee to raise funds

-

and assign space for the residents of the district, the funds to

National

Camp-meeting Association is a Methodist institution, and it is usual for it during the

be reported to the gener-

al treasurer from time to time. With such
a thorough organization, and inspired by
the dual spirit of both 76's, what can not
patriotic women accomplish?

summer months fo hold a large number of
meetings on the itinerant plan, one or more
in each State as far as practicable. These
meetings differ from the local camp-meetings common to the M. E. chucch not only
in being itinerant, but in distinctively claim-

THE Brack Huis.
The first excitement
over gold discoveries in this now famous
region, and which has been pretty well held
ing to be for the “promotion of Scriptural in check by the government and the press,
Holiness.”
now bids fair to break over all restraints
In the closing sermon of a session, just | and re-enact the scenes of
Pike's Peak.
held in Cedar Rapids, Iowa, the leader is re- Prof. Jenney, sent outby the
Government,
ported by the State Register to have said, reports,
alter careful survey, considerable

addressing himself particularly to the min-

isters: ‘‘Not halfof you

are prepared

heaven, and not half of you will

get

deposits of gold, and, in some few places,
in quite paying quantities. The latest dispatches from the frontier say {hat over
a thousand miners are at work, already,
and making some of them, $12 a day.

for

there,

unless a great change occurs in your
hearts und lives.”
Now this may have
been true, but we doubt the propriety of saying it in just that way. The assumption of
infallibility is pregnant with the same ruinous mischief whether made by Pope’ or
preacher, ard when a man comes

to

Though gold is doubtless to be had there,
and in paying quantities {o men of capital
and experience, to all others the golden
prospect will prove to be a snare, ending in
untold suffering and probable death. Our °
adviceto everybody is to stay at home, and

sit’ in

judgment on the piety of his brethren and
arrogantly proclaim them unfit for heaver
until his own poor human standard of piety
shall have been reached, the world has
good reason to scoff, and devout Christians

neither tempt fortune nor risk life

to lament. We commend to these brethren |
Paul’s standard of piety, which measures
‘men by a love that ‘*vaunteth not itself, and
is not puffed up.” The play of the emotions, bodily coutortions and loud hallelujahs do not necessarily proceed from nor
conduce to holiness of life.
“
AN UNEQUAL

CONTEST.

Ohio seems es-

tined to become widely known as the theater of conflict between the contending {Gres
on the temperange question. The famous
‘‘woman’s crusade” against the saloons here
originated and culminated. Now, the pleasant town of Westerville is making itself
| famous ns the place where the principle of

on

such

a treacherous stake.

Denominational
News and Notes.
A Sad Announcement.
The friends of Rev. L. B. TASKER will be

sad to learn that he is lying dangerously ill
at his home in Sandwich,N. H.
He left
Sutton,

five

Vt., his recent field of.Jabor,

weeks

about

ago, hoping that the change

would improve his feeble health, but every
day has witnessed his. continued decline
till his physicians now frankly admit that
the condition of his stomach is such that
the prospect of his recovery is not encouraging.
I have just returned from his bedside,
where I found lim quite free from suffering,

| ““lacal option” is to find practical demonistration, the statute of the State to the conceived
several
communicat
ions
trary
in
reply
notwithstanding, Westerville is the
to
a
philosophy suffice. The most subtle distinc-| Prof. Paine to be sure holds that sprinkling late article on this subject. We are
glad ‘to seat of Otterbein University and une of the
is a proper fokm of baptism, but btill *maintions may be drawn to test in every way
tains that immersion is the primitive one, get them. They come from the dairy sec- few towns where.a properly educated pub- with his temporal interests all settled, his
the human intellect without accomplishing which we bave no doubt he would be able tions themselves, and sre written by par- lic sentiment
has until recently banished work probably done, and his soul in sweet
the object sought. It is notin the power of
to do in the face of all argument to the ties who know what they are writing about. drinking saloons from the place. Since the peace with God, calmly and even cheerfulgcience or art, however explored or applied, contrary. Of course this will not surprise We print one, as a specimen, on another enactment of the new
law made last winto make us what we should be. Individuals the immersionis
ly waiting the Master's will. He talked
Thus far the communicants have ter, however, authorizing general
ts, but what are those who page.
license,
and nations furthest advanced in intellectu- practice sprinkling going to do with such a uniformly condemned the practice, believ- a man by the name of
Corbin has complied freely of the past and hopefully of the fuing that on the whole a too great loye of with the legal requirements,
al attainments have been base and corrupt teacher in one of their own Seminaries?
and opened a ture, with no abatement of interest in our
to the last degree.
i
:
| money lies at the bottom of it. Their state- saloon. A committee
“
comes

off,

we

Wh,

What

we

need

is

a

pure

heart.
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some idea of drudgery. , it’ is beeause mill fegrity of heart, sound principles, motives, The famous Chatauqua Lake Sunday school
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one nnacquainted with the
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to

of the citizens at once
notified him that public sentiment was en-

details of the qlirely averse to the proceeding, and that no
such place would be tolerated.’ Having

business, and leave but little ground of excuse for the Sunday chéese-makers to stand
upon. No one has yet ventured to champi-
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denominational work.
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aw. At half past’ two we met at the church,
and after the sermon gave the hand of fellow-
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our missonary laborers; and very urgent the delegates were receiv
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life among their brethren who are starving ‘from Sunday schools were especially cheer-

for a fuller consecration, and
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HOME WOKK.
"Thus far for our work among Freedmen.

But shall our Home Mission work in aiding
churches

feeble

great foes

church extension be

and

neglected? Certainly not. This is a very
important part of our work as a Home Mis-

sion Society. We can not as a denomination
expect the divine blessing upon us, or to see
prosperity in our churches, if we do not
.contribute to the aid of this branch of our
Christian work for the Master.
In consequence of the very small contributions which have been made the present
year for our general Home Mission work,
we have not beenable to pay any appropriations, which were conditionally made
last October for the aid of feeble churches
and new interests, Many of these interests
have suffered very much for the little aid

some

they expected from our Society, and

we fear have become. quite discouraged.
But we still hope to have the means to ren:
der aid where encouragement has been
to do

given, and be able

more

much

than

J M. last June, a proposal was made by the

Secretary of our Home Mission Society, to
raise one thousand dollars for our home
work, to pay the appropriations which had
general
been made and carry forward the

that

next. Sit hundred dellars of this sum was
pledged in that meeting and some of it was

The rest is good, we doubt not,

the time,

a

if not before.

But

promptly

four

at

hundred

remains to be pledged to make up the proWill not the good friends of
posed sum.
this cause send in their money or pledges,to
be paid in two months,by fifties, twenties or
tens. All males who pay twenty dollars or
or
more, and all ladies who pextg dollars
enlly
beautifu
our
more shall have one of
graved certificates of life membership sent
them gratuitously. Now is the time to fill
up this subscription ; and we hope it will
soon ee full and running over like the one
for the Freedmen.
SirAs Curtis,
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To assist in meeti
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.several Yearly Meotings who met
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0., in Oct., 1872,
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atherings
"Through these annual
the
have become better acquainted with and,
character and demands of our work; dolneatly one thousand
during the year,n expen
ded, raised by oblleclars have
tions and donations. By these means weak
churches have been helped— perhaps -saved,
-—and precious souls brought to Christ.
We

have now reached a point where there
A
by

M., Thursday

Interest.

session with us.
But while we are much encouraged
ual matters, we.

shall

have

hard

Huntington

Q. M,;

held at

M. L.
Huntington, Vt., June 11, 12. Rev,
er of
Bentlyis no longer an accredited minist

the gospel in the F, B. denomination.

.Roruaxy M, Cary, Clerk.
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Spice Dealers throughout the country.
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\ODIDE OF AMMONIA

Cures Neuralgia, Face Ache, Rheumatism, Gout,
las,
Frosted Feet, Chilblains, Sore Throat, Erysipe
or apimad.
Bruises or Wounds of every kind in man
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for ——
y
fearfull
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. DR.
everything; lost all ho
three years; tried
ected
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@
A
AMMONI
OF
GILES’ LINIMENT IODIDE
ELLEN SMITH.
complete cure.
,
Mass.”
River,
Fall
No. 72 Plane St.,
Sold by all Dru pista. Depot No. 451 Sixth Ayetle,
1m
50c. and $1 per bottle.
New York. Only

5.00
4.00
2.00

1.00
1.00
11.00
1.00
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2.00
12.00

€. 0. LIBBY,
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music nooss | THE

100.00
20.00
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Mission
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574.60
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book or High
it resembles
favorite, the * Hour of Singing,” which
same auth ors,
in general arrangement, and is by the
$1.00
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L. 0. EMERSON and W.
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J. P, PRICKETT,
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and hour of
Steele, stating, if possible, the day R.R.
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Schools, successor to that universal

Treas.
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BEST book
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The following three books are in press, and nearly
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In New Market, July 1, Wilbur N,
Augusta S. Vittum, both of Sandwich,
In Hampton, N. H., July 23, by Rev.
Mr. Charles H. Blunt and Miss Susan
poth of Haverhill, Mass. In Unity,

The

doz.
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in
as assigned for last session, to be found will
preach
June 2. Friday evening Rev. I). E. Land
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from the subject which God may
H. @. CoruLIsSS, Clerk.
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mended. Compiled by Dr. Eben.
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comwill hold its next session at Underhill Center,
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Star of
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delicacy. All the above are for sale
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and

is the great desideratum of Dyspeptics
afflicted with weak nerves.
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“
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“"
Wm Lytord, Quincy, Ill,
hon
Atwood,
Strafford, Vt, per M
D Hayes, Strafford, Vt, **
Chatauque Q M, N ¥.per W U Edwards.
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Ward,
Litchfield Plains, Me, per E G Page,
of
Adam Brown, Esq., Wolfboro, N H, for support
0 boys in India,
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.
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Cocoa

Breakfast
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Grand Prairie, Wis, per £ Ill,N Wright.
perd S Davison,
Bro Kenney, West I'oint,
)
Mrs Graham, St Albans, Tl,

‘ MONTGALM Q. M. will be held at Howard City,
4
thé termious of the D. L. & L. M, R. R., Sept.
A general attendance is desired,H. J. SMITH, Clerk.
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Dr 1 H Hedge, Waupun, Iowa,
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John Curtis, Kennebunkport, Me,
Jacob Avery, West Campton, N H,
NY,
Javan Fox, Ashford,
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Aug.
two converts at West Topsham, Me., on
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Q.

us, because

(The matron joyful eried;

en’s Work in Foreign

Rev. R. S. James, who has lately taken
charge of this interest, writes hopefully of its
prospects. - He says that since the first Sunday
July « the congregations have doubled; the
in
|
_
Clerk,
WiLsoN,
E.
A.
$14,00.
Sunday schools shows hopeful signs, the prayer
meetings are well attended and full of interest,
— four have been baptized and three have joined
Ministers and Churches.
by letter. For legal reasons we mecently found
We learn that Mr. F. H, PeckuAM, a graduit necdssary to re-organize the church and socieate of the last class of the Bates Theological
ty, and are now known as the Park St. Free
B.
school, has accepted a call to preach to the F.
Detroit. Last Lord's Day
Me. He Baptist church, of:
and Christian societies at Newport,
ed the Supper, using for the first
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we
has already entered upon his labors.
time a beautiful and costly communion service,
a
presented to us by a lady of this city not
Rev. H. S. Kmvparn has closed a three
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been
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‘We
church,
member of the
years’ pastorate at Lake Village, N. IL
its next
into the Oakland Q. M. which will hold
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All the
pastor's son being among the number.
meetings of the church are well attended.
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_ery'and he

MAINE CENTRAL Y. M. will be held with the Pine
Serstreet church, Lewiston, Sept. 1, at 10,of A.the M. Maine
Annual meeting
mon at
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Sermon,
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P.
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at
Society.
ry
Misiona
F. B. H.
71-2, p. M. Presentation of the interests of Wom-

persons were lately baptized and added to it, the
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P. Q., church is hopeful.

Home
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i perd 8 Manning,

Hinols ¥, o,

Clerk,

Of any silk I’ve tried.”

Rev. J.
and located at West Stephentown.
M. Crandall was appointed to preach the
opening sermon. Collection on the Sabbath

Concord, N. H., Aug. 8, 1875.

us, and our
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may soon be secured who will take up and earry
forward the work go promising for future results.
The retiring pastor has a very large place in the
hearts of this people,won by years of faithtul and
earnest work, and untiring zeal.

was granted,

{alro

¢« An honest silk I've founa last Pp

have a small

but it is to be hoped a faithful and efficient pastor
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i
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acPyre’s DIETETIC SALERATUS.—Unmversally
the
knowledged the best in use.. Each pound bears
it.
name of JAMES PYLE. None genuine without

field that promises much for comparatively little
labor.
Besides we have nearly $30,000 invested.
"The church is for the present without a pastor.

lieving this was the last reunion they would
ever emjoy on earth with the children of
God assembled in Yearly Meeting. Yet
they had the assurance of the grand reunion
in our Father's kingdom. It was a precious
season.
The request of the Rensselaer QM. for

s

M.’s will likewise beling in the future.
Next session with 1he Underhill Center church.
_ R. M. CARL, Clerk.

The financial

It is located

including gallery, sbout 400.

were waiting for the call of the Master, bé-

the next session of the Y. M.

We

condition was never so good.

was recommended

it

Macedonian

chapel neatly fitted up and presenting a cheerful
and inviting appearance, with seating capacity,

that each church in the Y. M. take up a
collection for that object.
Saturday morning's session was devoted
to a reunion of the delegates to the Y. M.
Some aged matrons were present who spoke
of the victories of ‘the past, and as having
furnished their course as active laborers and

.ury on or before the first day of October

and we trust all will be paid

and

~The
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fx Hyatt the 5 nosberg
from
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ollins,

tian world occupies to-day,~and now have confidemce in the Word of his grace, knowing that
+ He that beliveth bath life.” The membership
of the church is now the largest, I think, it has

duty and importance of assisting young
men in their preparation for the ministry
discussed,

Burgin,

W.

own salvation,—a position which half the Chris-

ever been, numbering about 200,

Horten, Iowa.

were appointed:
Y M,
Auditors, J. | ows Northern
ROM. Carl; Treasurer, J. Clark;t Com.,
Y M,
J. W. | Minnesota

reason to believe have been saved since Feb.
1, while the spiritual tone of the church was never better. Through the intelligent preaching of
Bro. C., Christians have been raised from their
position of doubt and fear, trembling lest they
have been mistaken about the matter of their

may be raised; the

fund

that the memorial

this sum be raised in pledges of fifty, twenty,’
and ten dollars each to be paid into the treas-

paid down.

has graciously blessed the Word preached, and
as the result,about 40 have been baptized and
added to the church, and many others we have

Brother Langworthy

This was adopted.

was

os of our Zion and building up new and
flourishing churches as the Society has done
in past days.
At the session of the New Hampshire Y.

It was proposed

pastor, for four years aud a half, has recently resigned, and last Sabbath, July 25, closed his services withethe church. The past wiater, the Lord

re-

Hey S Summerlin,

H,
| y p perkins, Bristol,er, N per
H. D. PARSONS, Clerk.
Pine St ch, Manchest
\
Moderator, J. Wyatt;

=
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100 YEARS AGO

Forwarded.

% ¥ Morrison,
Wentworth, N H.
M M Boody. E& Northwood, N H.
Smith Prescott, N Lawrence, NY.

:

Rev. Robert Cameron, the faithful and efficient

spoke earnestly of the mission of the Central Association, urging all to earnest work

we have, in strengthening the weak branch-

work of the Society.

be
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last session with Ry City. TI,**
HUNTINGTON Q. M.—Held itsfollowi
ng officers | Carbondale,

A New York correspondent sends the following statement in regard to the church in that city :

cognized as a member in full church relation
unless baptized.

:

Esther-

the

27—19, with

Sept.

‘Next session,
ville church.

the. Huntington church.

E. Wilson chosen to address the meeting
at the mext session. On church polity:
should

well as your
a full report

New York, Aug. 5, 1875.

New York

Books

newed activity and a forward movement duriag
Gr
the past quarter, for which we felt to thank
’
»
and take courage.

at once,—it

or. Sec. F. B. 8. 8. Union.

The resolation was adopted and Rev. A.

Resolved, That no person

to this matter

you will have the satisfaction, as
corresponding secretary, of having
for 1875.
E. W. PAGE,

of God and hamanity, therefore,

Resolved, That this Y. M. continue to
exert its influence against it, and urge the
duty of every member to take prac cal issues on the subject, and that we continue
our adherence to the organic law of our
church, and we reccommend that a portion
of the time in each session of the Y. M. be
devoted to the temperance work, and a
‘member chosen to address the meeting on
that subject.

attend

on

IN THE

able, a gov delegation was present, and nearly
alt the churches were represented, reporting re-

will not take you but a few momentsto do it,—

the

of

is one

Whereas, Intemperance

will

sent

copy

THE
THE (OLDEST. AND.
WORLD.

LITTLE SJOUX VALLEY Q. M.~Held its June
Accepting
session with the Spencer church.
and
the Invitation of the Congregational brethren their
|
sisters, 10 unite with them and meet in
and
good
new chureh edifice, an interestin,
being favormeeting was enjoyed. The weather

not Hind your schools reported in last year’s re‘port, for the simple reason that you did not send
a report.
If you

0se—

Per Doz.

$3.60

sample

“WW. H. CUTLER, . Clerk.

August 27-29.

immediate at-

|the State Meetings of New
York, Iowa, Illinois, Wis=

b 0 s P } I Brice 35 ots.

H Buckminster—C
—8 Bowden—J
Il—L D Chandler~N Corry-P
Camp

tion to perseyige toevery good work, and
in his own way.
ing in God to give tl victor
€ Spe ng Creek Church,
ext session with

great re=

cotland.
’ vivals in England &
Chosen over all others for

-

_Chamberlin—8 R
Cranston—A M

by

sung

Songs

the

Single

for which we are thankful. There was one very
naprominent feeling manifested, viz: A determi
frust-

SONGS ”

«GOSPEL
Contains

Field Ira D. Sankey. in the

The

€,

Simple and Powerful,

’

>

live.

will

that

music

Letters Received.

We were favored
from Crawford Q.M.,

rally and intellectually.
the labors of Bro, Bush

tention to this matter. Do .not postpone a day
after you receive the blanks. Many of you will

worthy and wife, Rev. 8. C. Mathews and
| wife, Rev. Joy and wife. The Com. on
resolutions reported the following on Tem:
perance :

unworthy
p

sion with the Oil Creek aud Rome church, June
4—6. The session was profitable, both spirituwith

Book

IN *

Brush, H. N.

C.

Revs. A.

by

sermons,

proved Come

Tried and Found Not Wanting,
‘Not an ordinary Song
ords of Ear=
but the Earnest
nest Workers animated by

Book

W. Martin, I. Slater, J. C.
BR. E. Anderson,
Farr,
Steele and J. B. Lash.
EVENING. ' An address: subject, Entire Consecration, by Rev. H. J. Carr, followed by the Lord’s
J. W.Browx, Clerk, - | Supper as a closing service,
ber 10-18."
8. D. BATES,
J. F. TUFTS,
$ Com.
R J. POSI0N.
WASHINGTON (PA.) Q. M.—Held its June ses

once attend to the matter and not lay them aside
and forget them.
,
Dear brother, if you want your school 1eported

how to teach that the children may early be

nion of Liberal Baptists, by Rev. R. Clark. Sketch:

Sketches of

or Fleshworms

D.

os of sermons, by Revs. 8, H. Barrett and A.R.
Crafts.
;
Discussion: Question
AFTERNOON, 2 o’clock..
Should Unimmersed Persons be Admitted to Ful
Aflirmain F. Baptist Churches?
Membership
T. lnm; Negative, Rev. D. Powell,
tive, Rev.

re6 o'clock P. o., to 2 o'clock P. M. The edclerkto fill
signed, and J. W. Brown was appoint
the vacancy,
Next session with the Potter church, Septem-

Reports,

in the next report, you must give

JRE

The
with the Pultney church, June 11-18.
attendance was not large, but the several meethold‘of
time
The
ings were quite interesting,
M. was changed from
ing the sessiony of the Q.

quested. They have been delayed purposely,that
each might feel on their receipt that they must at

a kiowledge

I

its June ‘session

UNION(N. Y.) Q. M.—Held

Sunday schools.
It is very important that mo
time be lost in forwarding them to each school,
and that superintendents or secrefaries should at
once fill up the blanks and return them as re-

treasury ‘their contributions and donations brought into the fold of Christ. The folfor this work,and that they will be sure.and lowing delegates. were appointed to repre
remember the Freedmen in the distribution sent the Central N. Y. Y: M. at the next
of their estate by will. Also execute as session of the Central Association: Rev.
auch of that will as possible, before it goes A. T. Stevens and wife, Rev. J. Langto the courts to be contested
;
heirs.

School

AF

A sufficient namber of Sunday school reports
for 1874 with blanks for this year, have just been
sent to all our Q. M. clerks, to supply all our

ing, showing an increase of interest and
numbers. A deep and earnest longing on
the part of superintendents and teachers

and dying in spiritual darkness, and the
pecuniary means can be obtained to aid the
reapers in gathering in their glorious har“yest. It is earnestly hoped that our friends
will not forget nor neglect to send to our

Next session with Lot’s Grove church.
7 C. 8. Davis, Clerk.

ship to ten, and administered the Lord's Supper. Inthe evening after another sermon, we
enjoyed several warm testimonies for Christ, and
thus closed another day's work for Jesus,
The Richmond village church I consider one of
our best.
J. MARINER,

After devotional exercises, the confer-

tor.

}

use Perry’s
Sone and Pin
Great
Skin

THURSDAY, from 8 to 8 1.2, A. M., devotional ex: |
and
8 12 to 10, reports of committees
ercises. From
1. Oe Ben
election of officers. 10 DOIOoK, essays:
tion of the Seri tures, by Rev. P. Randall, 2. The
Blake. 3. The
—Rev.O.
Institution,
a Divine
Cl
o 4
« Gy HL.
of the Church
:

John

brethren

and

H. Hunt aud M. P. Glenn,

| Cowen and M. Day is.

iver;

Jowa;

i Reon
| Iowa, St Sraonio Sal

Sunday geryice in the house will then be resumed.

Ff

eg

greatly needed.

Y.

Rouge.
bg held with. the church | Angola and East Baton
GH Q. M. will
MoDONOU
NT
McDonough, Sept. 3.
East

H. Davis, who is a member of the senior class 1h vk oad the Mihens N23 Ph to Q.
who feels its-importance, begin at once, and in our Theo, school, and a graduate of Bates Appointed Tho
of the Ohio Free Communion BapE. Peden *correspoundi
Amnual session
Al very ein
v vy
tist Association for Sept. 7-9, to be held at Chaall our tithes shall have been brought
oatonker 10 Athans
in the South among the Freedmen, has when
alCollege. Bro, D. has supplied this ¢hurch since
the store-house, and laid upon God's
rmon, by Rev.
NING, |
i
acogpied. The ten shares into
a.
«VW
C
bi
0!
been, 50 shea
IY
¥. Peden ; alternate, Rv 0. Blake, om.
tar, then may we wait in hope for the early last November in a highly satisfactory manner. to the edification
ience. One T. NupxutpaY
of an rig
devotional exM.,
A.
1-2,
8
to
8
from
J. F. Tuers,
in this enterprise sve been taken, and all and the latter rain.
His labors have resulted in much good." In the was received into'the church on Sabbath even- ercises. From8 1-2
reports,
letters,
M.,
A.
12,
10
to
Cor. Sec.
&
dx
miscellaneous busappointment of commi‘tees
except $350 has been paid, and this will be
conference, on Saturday evening, about sixty ing.
on
Next session with Huotingt
church.
. | iness, 101-2, ; A. M., Sermon, , by Rev. B, F. Zell; alpaid in'a few weeks. The following is
took & part, and six were recéived as candiSketches of sermons,
ternate, Rev. I. Z. Haning.
Thos. BE. PEDEN, Clerk pro tem.
by Revs. W. Fulton and J. Short.
We may add that the Association is rais- dates for baptism. ~ Sabbath moming = was de~
lis’ of the subscribers:
d
An Educated
cssays:1.
o'clock,
2
AFTERNOON,
fund of $20,000, and al- votedto. Sunday school work, followed by a
Rev. A. H, Chase, Hillsdale, Mich. ; Rev, ing an endowment
| Worta Co. (Mol) Q. M.~Held its summer
n
0
,
Sacri
8
.
y
L
.
names of 22 fifty dollar con- meeting for the reception of members by letter session with the, Joasant Plain church, June 18,
Rev. A. H. Whittaker, Sketches of sermons by
Silas Curtis, Concord, N, H.; Dr. IL H. ready has the
d,
represente
were
one
bat
churches
the
All
19.
needfor
Tewksbury;
provides
V.
B,
and
us
Its constitution
and experience, at which time four were reucted in the spirit of
Be nd
a, 1. The Relation
The meetings were all
Hedge, Waukon, Iowa; Mrs. I. D. Stew- tributors.
puts the Association under ceived. At one o'clock we gathered at the Christian loye. The following brethren were
and
work,
ed’
F.
Vt.;
M.,
Friend,
“A
H.;
art, Dover, N.
St.
the
to
es
dele
B.
H.
Higbee.
2.
Its
Relations
to
iiz
cortespotnd
us
next
its
appointed
of
shoreof the flowing river and six received the
good rlles. The programme
ng, M. P. Glenn Towns and Cities, by Rev. O. D. Pateh. 8.
Joseph Y. M.: Rev, O. 8.
W. Baptist Printing Establishment, Dover,
by Reév. W,
by
Association,
the
witnessed
of
was
elsewhere.
Support
This
nancial
found
Northordinance of baptism.
session may be
and — Scott, Also the following to the
N. H.; A Minister and Wife, N. H.; John annual
I ever west Y. M.: Rev’s O, 8. Harding, . Mills, E, Whitacre.

Curtis, Kennebunkport, Me,; Miss Mary
Central New York Yearly Meeting.
Brackett, Lyman, Me. ; Mrs. N. M. Guillon
Blackstone, Mass. ; St. Lawrence Y. M.,
The Central N. Y. Y. M. held its last
N. Y.; Jacob Avery. West Campton, N.
session, with the church in Oneonta, June
H.; Javan Fox, Ashford, N. Y.
Every dollar of this thirteen hundred dol- 26-217.
Conference called to order by the clerk,
lars will be faithfully appropriated to our
Rev. M. C. Brown was chosen moderaand
_is
more
much
and
Work,
Southern Mission

iiM.

KANSAS

an
LOUISIANA Y:. M.-

| Cherokee.

Clerk,

JOEL SPOO

A

MINNE. 80. Y. M.
,

| Root River.
be held with the§d,at, church
N. H., Q.M.will
|| atLisson,
1,P. M. | ©
Littleton, Sept 4, 6, Conference the
:

o
aly
Ry
be

MINNESOTA Y. M.
Hennepin and Bt, Croix.

|
(ast

|

wil k
M.—Held its June |. This meeting
nged,
ous

AND T10GA Q.

ps

;

[dui
WA Pauses, Clerk.s | gon gpd Soro iia ih
melting
hol
SE
oA Y. M.
JACKEON Q. M.—Held its summer session
ck, Me. , | 3 Wwe Nar CONNECTED WITH ANY
South on. W ednesday
at
sonreh
Baptist
Free
The
|
J.
Rev.
.
5
2
July
worship
>
yabie
|
church,
Jor
n
the Wellingto
with
mes- | WI1De © week,
received as correspondi" ng
was
South
. Martin
ar
.
i
y

. Ricumonp, Mg, The first Sabbath in August I spent with the Richmond Village Freewill
sister Baptist church, in company >with Bro. Chas,

Let some brother or

A

WAR

RLY,

Next session with: the Middlebury church, at

or be left benindto dwindle and die, and
our inission remain unaccomplished.
not wait for the coming of an- agent to

oné thousand dollars, in ten’ shaves of one
handred dollars each, for our mission work

Pn

TEneeE
RGwashetve Ed,
sy
lida
intereofstthe 1

does not give

of the Master,

and consecration to the work

We are happy to announce to the friends
of missions, tha! the proposal made by our.
Corresponding Secretary last April, to raise

TR

on

1875.

the relief desired. He is however in acheerful
"
:
Hol
l-house, commencing With
secured.
Lossy Brook
rail. 8, at 2 P.M.
e on
mood, happy in God's hands, where all is conferenc
to
And now, dear brethren, we appeal
three miles from the
Valley,
Niles
station,
road
our
in
share
brother
the
Let
i to come up to this work of the Lord. safety and peace,
place where meetingIs to be held.
devotion prayers.
© must go forward with
J. W. INGERICK, Clerk.

One Thousand Dollar Subsoription,

ase

—_,c Er —

a

— me

—

I
4 Ba SLAPPING

BRA

of doubt
from his own pen expressions
ty to OUT
ncy nandhascertain
the | asreceive
attempted
e Associatio
~Thpermane
to his recovery, A journey undertaken the

Zion, our sick brother and bis dear family.
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ingof startli
ShinBOOK
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ng beauty.

and

G. J. Abbott,

SCHOO
30 cis.

E. Burnham,
Me., July 29,

Living

Charles J. Bartlett and Miss Fannie A. Myrick,

and tunes.

In Lake Village, July 29, by Rev. H.S. Kimball,
Mr. John E. Currier and Miss Clara M. Gray.
Elias
In Minneapolis, Minn., at the residence of
Mr. Joseph
Moses, by Rev. C., L. Russell, July- 13,
A.
Augusta
Miss
of Tower Hill, 1. and
Moses,

cts.

Waters.

Choice devotional
music, hymns
Price

F or Prayer Mectings, &c.

OLIVER DITSON
Poi

CHAS, H. DITSON & CO,
711 Br'dway, N. York:

& CO.,
»

29

Church, of M.

Mr. O.
In Fillmore Co.,Minn., by Rev. C. Cain,
Piérce and Miss Jane Doty. both of Mower Co. WoF.
H.
In River Falls, is. July 26, by Rev.

gan, Mr. Edmund

Morton and Miss

Elizabeth Lar-

qualtiy givAt the lowest price constant with the
Send Stamp for catalogues.
en and guaranteed.

son, both of Beldenville.

ff. & G.

Q. M. Reports for Register not yet sent in.
N.HY.M
Lisbon

and Wentworth.

ME. CEN. Y. M.
id
Bowdoin, Waterville and Farmington.
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VT.

-

Enosburg.
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Y. M.
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G. Hook & Hastings, Boston

Six
Builders of nearly 800 organs, including the
istabe
largest and most complete in the country.
lyeow2
lished 1827.

Y. M,

to’ employ reliable persons everywhere Lo
ers,
represent our firm. ‘Merchants, farm
ministers, teachers, &c., &c. Good wages
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River
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or 18 Clark
Co., 128 Maiden Lane, N. Y.,
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ers’ Institute
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OHIO RIVER Y. M.
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publication. Will az
out in time

Send

can not be made

Jackson, Shiloh and West. Va, Asso.
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River
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of
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new
Co.
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Mich., that their
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J. 1. POTTER, Clerk.
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pleted and was occupied for the first
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Kddyville
A
;
8th.
the
WISCONSIN Y. M.
M. will convene with ng
,Q.
Mich.
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BUREN
ManVAN
the
of
pastor
commenci
Rev. JUDSON B. PALMER,
Rock and Dane, McHenry and
gton and Van Buren church,
seven the lust Arlin 7. Business conferenne Saturday, at 9, A.M, AppleJO. River,
.
ser
chester, Mich., church, baptized
1. P, SHELDON, Clerk.
Sabbath of July.

nted to write essays, &o.,
those who were Appoi
The meeting will be held at troy
come prepared ?
oing by rail are requested
0., Sept. 1. Brethren
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to notify the brethren & Troy J.C.
STEELE, Clerk.
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God's strength,—to remember

led through the wilderness,
borne me in his everlasting
the deep waters, how he has
desert, and how, when I
through the burning ashes
hopes, he has not suffered me

Behold the knee of Christie’s pants,
And weep o’er Bertie’s jacket!

But never mind, if eyes keep bright,
And limbs grow straight and limber;
‘We'd rather lose the tree’s whole

bark

« * Tellme

marbles roll!

The floors—Oh, woe betide them}

all,”

and now.”

watch the banisters,

he

has

.ow he has
arms through
fed me in the
have walked
of my ruined
to perish.”

I

said

with

my

RJ

i

-

to share its beauty and stvength, «

beside him,

oo

“You remember when ‘we depaniéd from
lather’s house,~with - what blessin gs, and

buoydnt hopes we went ;
lollowed us, you wolud

and if you had
have
seen

the first

ten years of our wedded life as nearly per-

Suddenly

also to his arms.
freely.

The bitterness

As prayed, a peace

melted

I had never

* AY

a long, sad tale,

that

I often find them haunted
By ghostly toys that make no !
Just when their noise is wanted.

your loving patience.

The very chairs are tide in pairs
-And made to prance and caper:
‘What swords are whittled out of sticks;

to make

would

weary

Look

in my

even

and watched them as the

t | joy
joy? I ad had

ny

pess, and

of me

something

beautiful and

good, but he found me harder and

What brave hats made of paper!

more

inflexible than granite, and the instraments
with which be wrought on me were sharp
and strong.”
;
“It is one of the mysteries of God's
ways,” I replied, * that some souls are
made to suffer so much. Why is it that
some are led into * the green pastures, am
beside the still waters,” when they dwell

The dinner-béll peals loud and well,
To tell the milkman’s coming ;
And then the rash of ** steam~car trains
Sets all our ears a-humming.

How oft I say, “ What shall I do
To keep these cllildren quiet?’
If I could finda good receipt,

securely

it.

amid plenty

and

peace,

while

others wander in desert places pursued by
sorrow and disappointment, till the grave
seems their only refuge, and death their
only friend ?”
She answered, ** ‘Clouds and darkness

Bot what to do with these wild boys
And all their din and clatter,
Is really quite a grave affair—
No laughing, trifling matter.
. +‘ Boys will be boys »”— but not for long;

are round about him;

Ab, could we bear about us
This thought—How very soon our boys

righteousness

and

judgment are the habitation of his throne.’

Ihave done questioning with. God.

Will learn to do without us;

I have

learned to be still under his hand.
I
know that the light of eternity will justify

A

How soon but tall, deep-voiced men
Mother,”

his ways,

Or we be stretching empty hands
From this world to the other;

making

appearsso
wait.” She
fixed on the
horizon. I

More gently should we chide the noise,
And when night quells the racket,
prayers

ued.

‘While mending pants and jacket !
—Mrs. Julia A. Carney.

that plain

bless

found

the

smitten

rock

from

which

now

‘mysterious to us, and I can
paused, and sat with her eyes
distant hills that bounded our
did notreply, and she confin-

* There is no attribute of God

that

astonishes me more than his infinite patience. There is nothing in which we. are
more-unlike him, and nothing that we have

Family Cirele.

ing fear creeping over me as the midoight
approached, and my husband did not come.
Closer and closer I pressed my babe to my

bosom, and wilder, heavier grew

the heat-

ing of my heart, as the clock struck one,
and two, and three. Then, in the painful
stillness my strained ear caught the sound
of an uncertain step, and in a moment
more of a heavy fall. I dropped my babe,
on the sofa, and rashed out,

Thereat

him.

¢ Sapphire and gold
art,” replied my friend

are not things of
with a smile. «1

She

gave

me

an

inquiring

glance.

I

thut at dmy age, I
the | think she was surprise
against the beauofty
and had not got beyond such questionings.

will say naught
flowers, but, in the precious metals

stones, God has united beauty, durability,
and strength. The flower may bloom and
perish in a day, a marvel of loveliness

and

frailty. The diamond has been forming for
ages. The All-seeing Eye alone has mark. ed its growth—the All-creative Hand alone
has guided each shining particle to its
place, imprisoning the sunbeams in its
heart, and making it a thing of beauty forever. I think you would prefer a sapphire
set in gold to a violet and a dandelion.”
‘ Yes, as merchandise,”

I

said,

a

little

moved that my favorites should be denied
the supreme claim to beauty, * but the
flowers satisfy my esthetic taste as well,

and

1 am satisfied with the

Christ did

not

disdain

beauty that

to commend.

In-

deed, we find his own divine loveliness best

described to us in

the figure,

‘I

am

the

Rose of Sharon, and the Lily of the valley.

»

* The figure is beautiful, ‘and sug gests
the tenderness and parity of his character,
but the rock is no less truly his type than
the flower. He is the precious corner stone
~—the smitten rock

walers

\from

whence

of salvatioi—the

rock

strength—the great rock in

whose

flow

the

of our

shadow

we find security and rest.”

* Dear friend” she said,

** Thisis the

sim-

ple lesson of faith, . Trustingin the knowledge and strengthof God, we do not need
these attributes ourselves. He knows all,
be rules all, and his_word is pledged” that
all events ¢ work together for good to them
that love him.’

To those who walk

flickering, uncertain light of their own

in

the

rea-

son, patience is impossible,
They catch
glimpses of a glorious pattern, full of sunshine and beauty, and set themselves to
weave it in the loom of life,; but the tangled warp
and woof perplex and baffle

them.

Instead

of

the

beautiful

design,

their shuttles
weave only darkness and
confusion.
Weary,
helpless souls, what
can come to them but impatience and de-

spair? Bat they who

walk

God, know

will

that

he

in the
evoke

light of
order

and

beauty from the darkness and confusion.
The shadow no less than the light is necessary to his design, and they

who

tiust

Lim

have patience as well as peace.”
* Perhaps,” I said doubtfully, feeling that
¥ was but a learner, * those whom we call
unfortunate, and follow with

often the most blessed.

our pity,

It is surely

are

bet-

ter
‘ To walk with God in the dark,

Than to walk alone m the light.’ ”?
* The strength of the Lord’is the glory
of his people,” I replied, * but rob the
“ Yes,” she replied, *“ but he alone walks
divine character of its infinite tenderness Leonfidently, who has the faith that enables

%

and love, and that gtrength would

be our

terror and destruction.”
** And without that strength,” she said,
* His love and pity would be like ours,
powerless to help in time of need. I re

joice and am glad that the Everlasting Arm

is strong, as well as tender.

The

Roseof

"" Sharon is also the Rock of Ages, therefore
we will not fear.”
.We had reached a low seat, under
ap
oak, and

we

sat

down.

The

leaves

just

i

bursting from the buds, soft and small as a

RRR

mouse’s ear, gave usa litfle shade, and
threw fantastic shadows, interwoven with
sunbeams, on the green turf at our feet.
‘ Here, in this very. spot, we two

sat

in the air.

them,

my

hand

in

CR

together when we were young. Here we
dreamed our dreams, and built our castles
fend?” she

#

mine.

Do you

said,

:

remember

laying

her

1 answered
with a silent pressure of the
hand, and a tear,
tender memories of

: long buried faces, we

nging

heart, and she went on.

to

my

: “Was it a long time ago, or was it only
°

him to know he walks with God.

‘ He who can stand on the lowest stair
. Affirming of God, he is ogrtainly there,’
K
at

|

climbs hopefully and bravely, however |
dense the darkness. This is the old doctrine, taught long ago by the prophet.
¢* They that wait upon the Lord shall renew
their strength
; they

shall

mount

up

wings as eagles; they shall run, and
be weary; and they shall walk, aad
faint.’ »
She arose, and walked to

a

tree

a

with

no:
not
few

rods away, and I saw her examine
the
trunk carefully. When she returned to me
there were tears on her cheeks, and she
said, resuming her seat by my
side.
* Henry cut bis initials and mihe—uniting

them in a monogram which he invented, in
the bark of that tree; but

not « trace

i.

“That was a dawn of a new life {0 me, a

several efforts he got upon his

feet,

Christ in God.’
Oh what
done in the sorrow through
since passed, without this refbeen beaten by winds and

waves, but this anchor, casy to that
the vail, has held me securely.

within

[To be continued.)
%

our

Shut Your

Eyes

Tight.

Little Harry had been quite sick, and
mother was obliged to be very careful of
and I his diet. One of the orders was that he was

assisted him into the house, and with great
effort got him to kis bed, where he immedi-

ately fell into a drunken sleep. *

te eat nothing but what she gave him.
One day little Jennie came in eating a

piece of cake.

Oh! how

nice it looked

She paused and sat with her face covered the little hungry boy, who felt, as you to
do
with her

re-

The righteous

anger of God did not break it, his: tender

Shut the mind's eye tight as well, God will

belp those svhio:
toms agin bravely

flee

from tempta)

B. Ford

Price, $1.50.

&

Co. 17.

12me. Pp. 272
fy

Here is a volume that. will attract attent
ion,
The name of the translator would at least
secure
it that. It is a vigorous narpative, to:
which the
true lover of story reading, tired of the
sentis
mental novels that are filling’ our books
helves;
will turn with dnoreasing interest,
It contains

nob a line of love and: eonven

tiouul' romance
bat mingles the opposite ‘Passions of bitte] ig "i

that
domestic problem, how to give work
and culture
their proper amount of time
in the householq

bs ks iy Biel 2

have for their object to present a

lou;
ve.

smi

able surface to their husbands
company,
The dnties of 'houseke¥ping are ‘Wuriérous and

complex. If woman ‘atte
to them Mihaly,
theisre
-httle time! left for her to ‘cultivate hey

to another, but so well has

the suthor mastered

his plot that one’s Svmpaties at the
close of the

story are nearly where
Y were placed at the
beginning. In the opening chapter we
at once

way, Sve
cupation'
we

every other oo.

Mithay

that dn
demand prepara
tion. , . It i only

charactersmolding, only shaping the:
destinies of

often, and that a monotonous diet is injuriqus,
She ‘needsto know something of the nutritive
and almost tremble lest Tigraue muy be
the fa. qualitie
vored candidate. After the Bishop's
s of different kiuds of food, and why some
death the
intere
resign, we

keep

hoping

he

will stceeed,

he was at once restated

in

his

old reui-

mentut post, the duties of which he recommenced

to discharge, as if no

interruption

wonder (hat the feeble Priests so quickly
change

bad taken place.—Chambers's Journal.

waar

the living
ing

of Ju

in Carle
was

a rel

tinction,
efforts.

Decembe
died, lea

family.

ounger

is life.

apprenti
pative cl
ed his 8
He nsed
several
from ten

His app
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he

bovss in
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May, 18

his mot}

of the sg
Tenn., ¥
time his

but und
many: of

ized a ¥
pose the

and at the same time discourage parsimony,

sions of Priests have often thrown
that church.
The author puts wto the mouth of
Mical a passage which contains whole volames
of history
and suggestion.
“ O holy Catholic church,” he
says, * something truly divine must
needs be in

es and preparing dainties for the table might be
far better employed in ‘good reading.
The book ‘throughoutis fair aud candid, The

How

to combine firmness with kindoess. Implicit
their allegiar.ce and pay homage where they
‘so
obedience a good basis to work on, How to ehlately condemned.
The Protestant reader, unfamiliar with the ter a child's Vife, and make ita happy one. How
not to become a slave to a child's whim.”
workings of the Catholic church, will “find
it
of the ways of Immediate escape from
Some
hard to understand muny passages,
and may
the present unsatisfactory ways of living would
condemn some as overdrawn. But there
is no
be fo ue more simplicity in dress and food.
doubt about the agitations into “which
the pas-

thee since thy Priests have not

succeeded in de-

stroying thee,”
The sophistries,of ‘the ehiireh are

;

one of its Cardinals in this manver :
The Chuilely néver libs, M. Abbé.

1

defended by

Tt is

the power af the Church, which is truth not in
itsety,
to lie. Ouly
the;
Chr
truggling in the early
times with the last Pagan princes, in
uges with semi-barbarous kings, and inthe middie
our own
days with the whole’ universe risen
up against
her—has been compelled, in order to
rry out
ber divine mission through the course
of centuries, to make constant use of compliance
and
subtlety. Cardinals Caprara snd Gonsal
vi, harassed by Gen. Bonaparte, who was
capable of

creating a schism in France, were

compelled to

Damperedby spe Cianile, Abb? Cemlepout,
LIL.bas bad 10 Tie to him, Bak3 el yo

Much of the time which is spent in rufiling dress-

suggestions are Worthy of careful consideration,
Let us teach our girls all the Latin and Greek

they have time and

not let us

maintain upon. earth the kingdom of Him
who is
the way, the truth, and the life,~*
€go sum via,
veritas, et vita’?
The story leaves the Abb Tigrane promot-

inclination to learn, but do

overlook the

important principles

of

Physiology and Hygiene and those studies which
would find constant exercise in every-day life. :
DR. DEANE'S WAY, and other stories.

By Faye

Huntington and Pansy.
Boston: D, Lothrop
& Co. 16mo. pp. 265.
Price, $1.25.
The Doctor was stern man, never sympa-

thizing with his children, but keeping them on

porte

graham’cakes and away from the amusements of

when
in

young people.
They rebelled.
Lois, the eldest
daughter, was expelled from school, so the Dr.
took her to his mother to see whet could be done

with

it lying to save the Church? is it lying
when, in
spite of man, who is bent on exilin
g
the world, one employs the resources God from
the artifices, the subtleties even, of one’s
intellect, to

her.

She

was a

ate D
for tl

cheerful, good-natured

on th

Christian; and the reader is beginning to speculate whose way would be the best, the Doctors
or grandmother's, when right in what we should
cull the middle of the story it ends. To us it
scems incomplete,
We want to know how it
came out.
Did Lois rule her grandmother, or
did the old lady govern her 10 patience and love?
We wish the author would tell us about {t.—
‘‘How it Happened” is the next story in the book.

4, 18
as I
wher

he re
toN
nate

ticke
the
1865

ed to the office of Archbishop, and lookin
g forward to one day oecupying the papal
chair. It This is very good and shows that whoever wants
is one of thie books of the seas
and.on,
nobody! chances in the-workd-must get ready for them,—
who reads it witifeelws thoughbe had done
an *¢ Etafl™ 18 a capital story for churches and min.
idle or unprofitable thing,
isters who favor grab bags and fishing ponds,
—

Howard Challen, Philadelphia, publishes Nos,
1 and 2 of bis dime Arabian Nights series. They

are * Aladdm”

and

** Ali

Baba,”

and

will

be

forwarded un receiptof 10 cents by the publis
her.
-

[]

Andrey

dent of th

are easy of digest
st becomes intense. The full power
andion
others not; and in
of the
what way each builds up the system, She needs
authoris shown in the scene in the
cathedral
close. The description of the storm
in Nuture is to understand the chemistry of cookery, in order
only equaled by the representation
to judge what kinds of food are
to
of the fierce
tempest of passion which raged in
the best blood, bones, aud muscles,
Sh
those men’s make
hearts as they stood around the coffin
of the de. needsto have some general ideas in
regad to
parted Bishop. We grow indignant
with Ti- the ways of bringing back the systétt {roman
grane. Although we smile at the selfis
- state; as, for fudthnee,
hness of abnormal to a healthy
Clamouse and Turlpt, yet we are almost
ready equalizing the dirculation.” Other topies, for
with them to congrattlate Ternisien on
his prob lectures, are; “ How far should loye of approbaable appointment, when right in the
midst of the tion Ue encouraged? . What prominence shall be
given to exlernals, as personal appearance, the
funeral comes Tigrane bearing himself
so nobly
minutiz of behavior, politeness of speech? How
and yet so humbly, that when he anvou
nces his
appointment to the bishopric, we involuntaril
perfect politeness be combined with perfect
y may
sincerity? Waysof inculeating integrity. How
compare the two men and think how much
fitter
to teach self-reliance, without fostering self-confor the office is the man whom we didn’t want
to
ceit, How to encourage prudence and economy,
get it than is the one we did. Thos we do
not

love, his-forgiving mercy81d not Weli or
hs
while “ Choker and Stuffy” is just the thing for
kindle it. I stood helpless, dumb, #6d yet
FLAVIA; or, Loyal unte the End, = A Tale
of the the boss,
1
Story
of
Church
an
Elephant.
in
the
Second
Century.
defiant, beside my crumbling. idol.
By
Leslie, author of * Constaneia’s HousehEmma
———
old.”
“ One day,—it is now nineteen years ago
* Glaucia,” ete. New York: Nelson & Phil- ARCTIC HEROES : Facts and Incidents of Aret'e
Elephants have a decided hiking or miliExploits from the earliest voyages to the Dis
lips; Cincinnati: Hitchcock & Walden,
—my Eugene, my first-born, my braye and tarylife. Various regiments
12mo.
covery of the Fate of Sir John Frankhn, empp. 811. Price, £1.50,
whilst serving
bracing sketches of commercial and religious
beautiful boy, came home (rom school, “and in the East have had such an animal,
which QUADRATUS. A Tale of the World in the
Results. By Rav, Z: A, Mudge. New York:
laid his head in my Jap, saying be was sick: often rendered good serviceto corps to
Church. Same author & pablishers, 12m0.
Nelson & Phillips. 16mo. pp. 304.
pp.
$1.50.
Price,
308.
His tace was flushed, his hands hot.
This narrative of northern journeys is written
There which he might be attached. The King’s
These stories of cnurch history will be
in a pleasant style, with little sparkles of fun
a valuwas scarlet fever in the town, I knew the Rangers at one time were in possession
able addition to our Sunday
of
school libraries. constantly appearing in the bare facts of history.
fatal signs, and my heart qnaked with a a fine male of enormous
“
Glauei
a,” the first of the
size, which for
series,
has al. An account is given of Arctic mission work
and
new fear. Ibad called myself wretched, many years was
never once absent on pa- ready appeared. The second, “ Flavia,” takes the effort to introduce Christianity to “ Greenand God-forsaken. Now [saw that in my rade. As soon
the reader forward a hundred years, to
the time land's icy mountains.”
as the bugle sounded, he
The book is full of those
when church
children I'had a foundation of perpetual would walk
majestically to the place of to Britain es had been established from India thrilling incidents in connection with the efforts
,
The story opens at Rome, during the to reach
strength and joy. What if God, in his muster,
the north pole and the search for Sir
and take up his position at the reign of Marcus Aureli
us.
The author wisely John Franklin, which are all the more
anger at my ingratitude, and stubborn re- right of
romantic
the column.
omits those heart-rending tragedies enacted unand thrilling because they are true,
bellion should {ake them away!
There
It happened that the Ringers were sudder some ofthe other Emperors.
Flavia
was
a
seemed madness in the though!, I put it denly
noble lady who became a Christian by witnessordered to embark for China, 4nd
ALL FOR CHRIST, by Rev. Thomas Carter,
away from me saying, * Impossible, it shall
ing
the
firmness by which Christian martyrs met seeksto explain the.renewed and full consecrathere was. no accommodation for ‘taking
not be.’ I sent for the doctor, and set myJock on shipboard. To the great disap- terrible deaths. Her hushand, Escalus, hoping tion of the lieart which prepares us to possess
to remove her from the influences which were
self to fight for the life of my darling. Day
and enjoy the fullness of peace held out to our
pointment of the men, the authorities deciddrawing her from the Roman gods, obtained an view in the Bible, For this end it discusses
and night I beld him in my arms, or sat by
Péred that he should be left in India. He was,
appointment at Ephesus, But the persecutions fect Love, what it is not and what it is, Among
his side. 1 would allow no other hand to
however, permitted to accompany the regi- against the Christians had recommenced there, the various ways to seek perfect love, that mentouch him.
It seemed to me, that in some
ment as far as the quay, to watch the troops und sv anxious was he lest his. wife be included tioned in this book is renewed conseeration. The.
way, healing and strength “must flow to
among the accused, that his health failed and author then enlarges on consecration of life, feel as they went on board, many of whom had
him from my love-burdened heart if I held
a parting word of kindness for their old they visited the cities spoken of in Revelations, ings.time,thought, words, food,dress snd money,
him close enough, I would give him my
Smyrn
elphia, Pergamos, Thyatyra and Incidents are constantly interspersed through
comrade. ‘Good by, old man!" “Poor Sardis.a, AtPhilad
Pergamos Escalus consults the Priest the book, relieving it from tediousness and dryown life and he would not die.
old Jock I" were repeated with many varia of Esculapius concerning his health
It will be profitable for all, and a help to
, and finding ness.
“The disease had heen on him six days,
tons, both Ly officers und men.
that he could do nothing for him his faith in the those striving for a higher life. Same publishMeanand [I saw with speechless terror, that every
while the animal watched the proceedings pagan gods was shaken and he became a Chris- ers.
:
hour its fearful force became greater.
It with great apparent interest,
tino, The story closes with the edict of Aureas
if
wonderThe Mutual Life Insurance Company of New
was near midnight. Friends had come iu,
lius, which proLibited further persecution.
ing when his own turn would coe to. go
“ Quadratus” describes events in the fourth York i sue two pretty paper covered pamphlets,
and would not leave me.
They knew on board.
century,
Itis theb st story of the series. It one on the care of the sick, and the other giving
what I would not believe, that the child
directions what to do in case of poisoning, acciexplai
in
ns
But
story form how many of the errors
when
the
vessel
steamed
off and left
must die.
He had fallen into a fitful sleep,’
dents and similar emergencies.
The President
of
Cathol
icism
crept
into
the belief of the early
will furnish them free to policy holders. They
and I sat by him, cooling his burning hands him ashore,he became frantic with rage and Christians. The chapte
devote
r
to
d
the
Counci
l
disappo
intment.
It had been proposed that of Nice is
contain many valuable hints and suggestions,and
and head with ice water. Suddenly he
esp.cially interesting,
Thither came
opened his eyes, and threw his arms around he should be transferred to another _ corps, Constantius, the first Cbhri-tian Emperor, to may be of real service in the family, camp or
,
i
but he persistently refused to have any- preside in person over the Council which he hop- field.
my neck as I bent over him,
¢ Mamma, ’
thing to do with it.
either the coaxing ed would establish peace and unity among the
he whispeged, ‘the angels have come, and
nor the threats of his mahout were of any sects that were rising in the church, They were
Notes.
¢
Jesus wants me. ’.
acompuny that might inspire reverence, for of
Mr, George Lewis has in the press a book on
‘Oh no!no! Icried I can not let you avail’
the 818 gathered, there were scarcely fifty who
‘“ Actors, and the Art of Acting.”
'
Though he bad previously manifested the were not maimed, halt o¥ blind,
go, I will not let you go, my precious darfrom the sufferGeorge Eliot is said to have another novel, in
gentlest disposition; he now threateningly ing they had endure
?
ng?
in
d
the
cause
of the Master. scope not inferior to “ Middlemarch,” nearly
withstood all kindly advances on the part of
The eloquent Arius was there, who with his ime
‘:A look of pain passed over his face, and his would-be comrades,
ready for publication; to appear In the*same
and at length so Passioned eloque
nce might have carried all be- way.
he said + mamma, you told me that Heaven
on
savage did he become that it was deemed
fore him had not the insignificant Athanasius,
was better than earth.
expedient lo place him in confinement.
Edmund Clarence Stedman 18 superintending
Kiss me, and let me
deacon
of
Alexan
dria,
retried in a manner which the publication of his book on
No means could be found to assuage the
thé * Victoria Poe
go for the ange!s are waiting.’
the Council there did not forget nor the world
ets,” which will appear early in the autumn from
“I kissed his parched lips, and with a grief or to calm the anger of this faithiul since. John Chrysostom and August
creature, who so constantly mourned the
ine are in- the press of J. R, Osgood & Co.
It will make a
smile he murmered
loss of bis friends. But in a little less than troduced into the story, and much stress is laid handsome volume of about 450 pages. The EnTY
on
the
eyrly
educat
two years the Rangers came back to their
ion which they received from glish edition of this work will be edited by M. D. or
£ Over there, where all is bright,
Like the angels robed in white,
old quarters, and
were informed of the Christian mothers,
Conway, .
)
;
I shall say my morning
melancholy change which had come over
prayer.
On the whole these are readable and instructs
Messrs. Johnson, Wilson & Co., 27 Beekman
Over there | over there P
y
their old comrade,
ive
books.
The
styl
is pleasant and attractive, 8t., New York, announce the issue of a complete
;
So
His arms fell away from my veck, and
“Why, Jock; my boy,” said a young offi. Familiarity is shown with th ways and custom
cer, formerly one of his special friends, of the early church, and there is a close adber-s History of the United States from the Discovery
they carried me insensible to my room.
ence to historical facts. The lover of history of America until the Close of the First Centen“When I came to myself, my husband was ‘why, what's the matter P”
nial Period of the Republic in 1876, by Benson
The
animal
will be pleased to read it in so entertaining
pricked
up
his
ears
and
instanding over me. He sat down, and with stantly recogni
a
zed the voice, which was form, and those who read only the story can J. Lossing, LL. D. the historian and biographer,
bis old tenderness, began to caress me. Proved by his manifesting unmistakable hardly fail to derive
Matter sufficient for two further volumes of
|
benefit {rom them.
Dr. Merle d’Anbigne’s *“ History of the Refor‘Mary’ he said ‘God bas smitten us signs and sounds of joy. I'need hardly say
mgtion” is said to be

mains. Thirty years have obliterated the
interlacing lines which he said were the.
type of our united lives.” She took my
hand in hers as she went on. * You stood heavil
y, but it may be that from the depths
by my side when I took on me the vows
of this sorrow, he will snatch me from dethat 1 believed united we to him in an everstruction, T have taken a solemn vow never

Zit

ABBE TIGRANE, Candidate for the
Pa. pp, 120, Price, 50 cents,
i tho,
pal
Ohalr.
abre,
|
By
Ferdinand
ib
.
“ uclated tryHow gladly would women all over our coun.
by the Rev.
Leonard Woolse Bacon
welcome the book which should
. New
York: J.
solve

soon

life * hid with
should T have
which I have
uge., Ihave

door I saw—dear friend, how can I tell you
what ever now fills me with unutterable
shamie—I saw my husband @runk. After

seemed harder than iron.

=

unrest ?”

Oul.

immortal beings, for which. we. de
a ther
preparation nor a knowledge
take for our hero the Father Superior,
of the
564."
arms
aronnd
my
husban
hod
are
d,
planned for their feet | What crowns of
¢ Give thanks nearly
Otle
of
the
ways
sugges
ted out of (he difficulty is
out of patience
the Bishop who pros to
honor I entwined for their brows! Batall unto the Lord for he is good, his mercy en- hibits ball-playing and with
educate girls more: with ‘reference to their fu.
talks
my hopes and aspirations were of the earth. dnreth forever,’ Trust him and he will re- the Priests, But as we read soof overbearingly te tare duties. | This. might be done by lectures in
the
chari
ties
of seminar
deem you. . He will take your feet out of the Bishop, and his desire for
God had thoughts of better things for them.
the welfare of the to knowies, Some of the things a woman needs
are, * First, she wants to know how to.
the horrible pit,—he will set you on the chureh, und as’ the progress of ‘the story brings
“My youngest, wy only daaghterwas
, six rock.
ke
‘her
ep
child alive, how to make It strong to
out
the
tiger-l
ike
charac
teristics of the Superior
Oh! trust bim, for in him alone there
months oli. I called her Theodora, given
endure or defy disease.’ She needs tobe taught,
Which give him the nickname of Tigrav
is
strengt
e,
our
h.’
alof God, because, at her birth, T had
for instande, why a child ‘should biréathe pure
legiance
felt
“I followed my precious child to the grave, the struggreturnsto the Bishop again. All through airy and why it should not get
God’s presence and love as never befor
its'puce air in the
les" which the latter makes to secure the
e. not without tears,
form of draughts. She weeds to kuow ft iv
but with the calm as- appointment of Ternisien to a covete
I sat that night, hour after hour with
d position,
my surance that God had
dealt very kindly with Which his failing health admonishes him he must makes any difference what a ehild eats, or how
Sweet treasure in my arms I felt a shudder-

thin bawds. I saw the tears when you are getting better, that he wished
trickling between her fingers, and regre
t to eat all the time. He knew if be just
ask:
grealer need to learn.
In the physical ted that I had revived such painful memed his dear obliging little sister, she would,
world, if he will store up fuel and light for ories. “After a while she
went on, * I think gladly give him *‘the biggest half.” But
&
#lhe coping generations, or if he will perfect I felt that night as Eve felt when
she was be ouly said, “0, Jennie, you “must run
a gem tg adorn a maidens hand, he waits driven out of Paradise,
and saw behind her right ont with that cake, and I'll keep my
Light Out of Darkness.
. | sublimely® calm, * while ‘thé unnumbered the flaming sword that forever forba
de her eyes shat tight so I shan’ want any.”
BY MES. V, 6. RAMSEY.
| ages come and go, for the completion of return. I did not flatter myself that
Now, that was a great triumph for a boy
all
his purposes; and if from the pit of sin he would yet be well. It seemed as if
only seven years old, Some. big boys of
my
sun
CHAPTER I.
digs a stove may be wrought into his spirit- had been suddenly dashed from the
noof- seventeen could not have done so well.
DAWNING OF A NEW LIFE.
ual temple, or polished till it is fit to shine day sky, and I knew I must walk in dark- They are far from shutting their eyes
tight
The time of the singing of birds had in his own crown, with what divine patience ness to the end. God, whom ¥ bad ‘imag- when temptation to taste wrong
things is
come—the sweet, delicious time when the he carries forward his work. But how ined I loved, inthe sunlight of my pros- before them. , They rather suffer their
eyes
buds are bursting into leaves and flowers. hard it is for the human soul to learn to perity, and happiness, appeared to me as a to lead them straight into misebief,
The grass in the meadow was soft and wait with God. In physical and spiritual consuming fire. His_ power,” his. knowl
“Tarn away mibe eyes from beholding
+ green, dotted with dandelions and vio- things, we are impatient for results, and in edge his justice, alivfilled
ith un- vanity,” is an excellent prayer. *Look not
our impatience we often mar, or ruin- our speakable
terror.” “My idol
:
:
lets.
Ay shat- upon the wine when itis red,”
you will
tered and polluted in the dust, and never be likelyto fill 3 drunkard’sand grave,
My fiiend said, as we walked over it, work.”
*“ True,” T replied, “but how ean we the Mdst High. laughed -at-my.. calamity.
So many . boys think, “What's: the harm
* It is like a mantle of green velvet, emOh
‘hope
that
to
emulate
fearful
in
any
in
night,
looking?” but it is just here they are
measure
when
,
the
(hese
pabroidered with sapphires and gold.”
‘was no
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1875, the day when the cause the first chapter of Romans gave an

ocean penny postal card system went into operation.
Judge Fisher has tendered his resignation of
the office of United States District Attorney for
the district of Columbia. - Ex-Governor Wells of
Missouri has accepted the BPpoiutiient to fill'the

vacancy.

hairs in a lady’s head.
A reviewer in the New York Z'ribune

’

by
D.,
Bibeac-

count of Chinese conduct such as the missionary
could only have written after full acquaintance
with the people.
Two members of the English Parliament have
agreed to meet each other‘at Yokohama on the:
25th of next September at 2, P.M.
One is to

travel by the United

States

and

sail from San

-

Francisco; the other is to go by way of the Isth‘Three Democratic newspapers in California:
mus of Suez and India. If either fails to keep the
.are edited by women.
appointment he is to pay the other £1000.
Ex-State Treasurer Parfier, of South Gutolita,
Dispatches received from the Director of the
against whom a verdict of $75,000 was recently
Mint give the estimated out-turn of the subsidiarendered in a suit, growing out of his official
ry silver coinage from the mints in San Francisfrauds
and embezzlement, and who was
in
1 co at Carson City at the rate of $1,500,000 per
prison awaiting eriminal prosecution for simular
month for the next-three months. It is estimatoffenses,
escaped
from
Columbia
jail
om
that the coinage of subsidiary silver coin at the
Wednesday night.. There is no clue
to
his
three mines of Pailadelphia, San Fraoecisco and
whereabouts,
Carson City wi!l reach $4,000,000 for the two
‘The one hundredth anniversary of the birth of
‘months ending August 30, next.

Daniel O'Connell.
generally through

and Ireland,

In

was
celebrated
Friday,
the United States, Canada

Boston an.

immense

meeting

was held in the Music Hall, where Wendell
Phillips delivered an oration and John Boyle
O'Reilly recited a poem.
The Common Council, lof

Chicago,

assuming

to act under the charter of 1872, the adoption of
which is in dispute and in process of settlement by the courts, last week appointed as City
Marshal,

Geo. L. Dunlap,

Esq.,

an old resident

and former Superintendent of the C. & N. W.
R’y. He is a man of great executive ability and
said to be thoroughly honest. The office named
makes obsolete the Supt. of Police.
Three men were killed and seven wounded,—
two fatally—by the explosion of a boiler in

Corundum is now obtained, of the best quality, in

the

mountain

region of North

Carolina.

Tt is identical in substance with sapphire and ru-

by, and is the bardest form of matter known, except the diamond, having a cutting power compared with the latter of ninety to .one hundred,

while that of emery is only fifty-seven.

It will

consequently polish every substance but the diamond, and even that when rapid friction is ap-

plied.
-

Educational.

Dublin proposes to establish a school of journalism.
The public schools of Chicago use $190,000
worth of school books annually.
The graduating exercises at the Maine Agricultural College took place, Wednesday.
The
class numbered 19.
Manny county, Tenn., Thursday.
Two young ladies graduated at the recent comAn engineran off the track into the Hocking
mencement of the University of Vermont at BurRiver, at Stewart's Station,
O., Wednesday
lington. One, it is said, stood second in rank in
night, killing two men and
fojurlag
nine the class.
:
others.
Henry W. Sage, one of the wealthy benefacThe jary in the case of John D. Lee, charged | tors of Cornell University, promises to build the

with

being
a leader in .the

Mountain

Meudow { Cornell students a nice boat-house.

massacre reported
Saturday that they
unable to agree and were discharged.

The Portland

and

Ogdensburg

Railroad

were

Jules Simon, formerly a professor at the University of Paris, has beeu granted a pension of
was | ,000 francs a year by the French government.

taken,

yet

there

fs room

for

leather and whiting aud rub hard,

settlers,

The railroad land grant gives them the odd
sections nine miles each side of the track. This
land is now in market on easy terms,

Price from

years time and seve n per cent. interest.

Now is the time for those that have
means

and

strike.

| the

east

please

wish

If we
that

to obtain

homes,

but small
to

make

have any F'. Baptist brethren
are

thinking

of

moving

a

in

west,

give this communication a little thought,

Lungsprotectors have become
Tbey ure

ured from a fine quality

class of imported

of felt,

goods

the material

Carnations.

is either

tions. Their adaptibility for floral decorations
of every kind, and the delicious f{ragrance of
most of the varieties, make them much sought
afler by every lover of flowers,
Apart from
being useful for cutting purposes, a few healthy,
well-flowered plants, in pots, have an attractive
appearance in the green-house.

Carnations mgf\be propagated by cuttings any
time during
inter and spring months.
When the frost is out of the ground, plant out.
doors in some rich piece of ground where no
stagnant water remains, as,although they prefer plenty of moisture when
growing, they
are very impatientin
stagnant soil.
During
summer,
when growing,
pinch the flowerspikes off until the middle or end of Septem-

ber.

In

the

month

y

of October

lift

and

pot

those intended for flowering in pots, placing
them some time in a cool pit, previous to
putting in .4be. green-house.
Those
intended
to be grown on benches
should be
plant

ed as soon as lifted from the open ground, planting about nine inches apart.
Whether grown
in pots or planted on benches, they are better to
be neatly staked, which makes them,look better,
and also preserves the flowers longer in perfection.
When allowed to lie on the surface of the
soil they very soon damp and decav.
Carnations are very easily raised from seed,
and if it is saved from good Varieties, kinds well

worth growing are often

raised.

If the seed 1s

Items.
:
shot
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toothpicks.

of those
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full. Next year
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wheat

in

cent.
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acre

is

291-2

bushels.
The sucessful introduction of trout into Australia and New Zealand has induced a similar
effort for the Cape of Good Hope, and a number of eggs were shipped during the last winter
from London.
There are 102,154 trees in the avenues and other public thoroughfares in Paris, aud the yearly
expense of their maintenance amountsto $38,
000. They are more than worth the money in
‘the health and pleasure they afford to the viti-

zens, apart from the adorament to the city,
The consumption of snuils in the South Tyrol
is constantly growing, but the Italians and Tyrolese are not the only people who appreciate
the merits of these clean feeding mollusks.
In
Paris Burgundian
snsils ‘gre worth one cnt
apiece.
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IRON .

President
fn Columbia College, has sown in early spring and started in heat, when
Letters of iinquiry must contain one dollar,
to insure an answer,
lyassple
chairman of the Experimental
| been appointed
the seedlings are. fit to handle, pet singly in
| Steam Boiler Conmission,
thumb pots, and plant out of doors as directed
FOREIGN.
The trustees of Middlebury College have pur‘The use of India rubber horse shoes in the
for those raised from cuttings and if carefully
The Duke of Edinburgh, who is heir apparent | chased for $10,060 the fine residence of Rev. Dr.
city of New York is found t) preserve the feet,
gent for Bd cents.
managed will flower during the following spring.
to the throne ol Saxe-Coburg-Gotha in GermaH. D. Kitchell, for a home for President Hurland even to aid horses lamed in the feet to reThe varieties of carnations in cultivation are
ny, has shocked Europe by selling his right to bert, who will occupy it in a.fow- weeks.
cover.
Horses sufferiny from
cracks or convery numerous, but there are really but
a few
the succession to Germany
for an
annuity
Hon. Hannibal Hamlin has made a donation of
FLAKE, 50 cents.
Assorfed
tracted hoof are relieved by the use of the Instandard varieties among them.
For whites,—
tints if desired. Circular free.
fo £80,000.
$1,000 for the benefit of the library fund of Coldia rubber shoes.
which are more valuable than any other color,
A young Englishman reezntly drove a velociby University.
—there is Louis Zeller, the most productive
A Wisconsin paper says that the cranberry |
pede four miles in twenty minutes to bring the
The Nutional Convention of Teachers was held
one in cultivation.
During this last winter, ygrowers are jubilant over the prospects for the
fire department of u neighboring village, thereby
Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday of last week
11 Paine Street, ‘=
when carnations are not so plentiful as in most
pre
: « Providence, R. I,
season, fearing only early frosts in the fall. Mr.
saving much property from destruction by a fire at Indianapolis, Min., and largely attended. The
years, I saw a large bed planted of this one and
Thomas
of
Baraboo
expects
to
take
from
1,500
which was ragihg.
| exercises were unusually interesting.
Boule de Niege,—also a good
white,~which
to 2,000 bubels from
his improved
marshes,
The Parthenon at Athens is being shqckingly
Rev. Dr. L. H. Bugbee, formerly President of
surpassed any hed of carnations I ever saw for
while his (wo wild fields give good promise.
wrecked and ruined by tourists. A person from’ the Northwestern Female College, at Evanston,
abundance of flowers and the erect habit of their
Brooks & Wise have 400 acres under cultivation I an able fna prozressive paper; devoted largeNew York recently knocked off the finger of Ill., has uccepted the Presidency of Allegany ColReligious culture and tel igzacs, but congrowth.
Edwardsii
and President
Degraw
and estimate their crop at $35,000. J. I. Case & tainsly to
the finest statue, to add to his private colle tion lege, Meadville, Pa.
departments on
:
are also very fine whites.
For
crimson, La
Co.,
of.
Racine,
have
recently
invested
$20,000
Sabbath Schools
of curiosities in the city.
McKendree College, at Lebanon, Ii, is look
Puritte, and for yellow, Astoria, are best.
in the Hitebeock marsh, and a party of Boston
The Family Circle,
The construction of a gun weighing 100 tons ing after a legacy of $12,000 bequeathed to the
Rural and Domestic,
capitalists are looking up a field for a permahas been begun by Sir William Armstrong in coliege by Mrs. Elizabeth Riggin, a wealthy laLiterary Miscellany,
nevt
investment,
The
interest
keeps
pace
with
England. This gun is to be a muzzle-loader, dy of that place, who died recently.
Literary Reviews,
the
development
of
the
Northwest,
—~
. News Summary, &¢., &c.
17-inch bore, and, if successful, will be the most
Dr. Sims, of New Jersey, has declined the
It is under the diraction and patronage of the FreeThe cherry was introduced into England by
The Christian Union takes a gloomy view
powerful weapon ever constructed.
Presidency of the Wesleyan University at Bloomwill
Bapti<ts,
but
is
towards all, and is taken
the Romaus.
Pliny says: “ The
gheriy, did by. many of other liberal
of the sanitary condition of our rural villages,
The Paris Financial Journal is written up by ington, I1l., which was proflfered him last June.
religious views, because of its
not exist in Italy before the period of the victo- real worth.
but no one will question but, that it is a subject
five editors, who send their copy from their Dr. Simsis now in Europe.
TERMS: 33.00 per year; or, if paid strictly it adry gained over Mithridates by L. Lucullus, in
altogether too much neglected.
It says:
“We
The Brown boys are to have a new boats house
places of residence.
In the number of June 19th,
vance, $2.50
the
year
of
the
city
680.
He
was
the
first
to
believe
that
trustworthy
authorities
will
upthe copy of each editor was sent from a Paris
and the work of building was begun recently.
REMITTANCES wast be made in money orintroduce this tree from Pontus; and in the ders, bank checks, or drafis if possible. When neiprison.
s
The structure is to be 40 by 60 feet, two stories hold us in the statexnent thut where good health
ther
of these can be procured, send the money in a
course of one hundred and twenty years it has
prevails in country villages it is more the result
Several engagements are reported between the high, and to cost about $1,000. The plans are
registered letter.
traveled
beyond
the’
osenn,
and
arrived
jn
Britof
accident
than
design.
There
are
thousands
Herzegovinian insurgents and the
Turks,
in not completed,
but both the college crews and
‘Money thus sent will be at our risk, and may be
of towns in the United States whose soil is liter- annia even.”
sent at our expense
which the latter lost several cannon.
the boat builders will be accommodated.
In writing to this ofice persons will please desigally one great cess-pool, saturated with the imTwo brothers named G
established a nate
A Domestic Servants’ Journal is about to apThe request of the colored people of San Frautheir STATE, as well as town.
The Star goes to press Monday noon, and compurities and refuse of all who have been its in- mammoth hennery in Colorado, ten miles from
pear in London.
cisco to be permitted to send their. children to
for insertion ought to be here on Friday.
Denver.
It covers four acres, which is laid out munications
The session of the French Assembly was formany public school they might select has been de- habitants, There is not one town ina hundred
previous.
whose people drink pure watter.
The garbage
ally closed Wednesday, in” accordance with the nied.
like a village, with streets and aveoues. The
Separate schools are to be maintained for
Each subscriber is articularly requested to note
resolution for a recess until November 4.
the benefit of the 163 colored children of the city and impurities thrown on the ground in many a population of the village is about 2,000, divided the date on the label for the expiration of his subvillage full of respectable people would raise a into Brahmas, Cochin, Shanghais, and Dork- scription, and to forward what is due for the ensuing
A Loudon despatch states that $100,000 in of whom hearly sixty attend school.
year, without further reminder oh this office,
howl of remonstrance if dropped even in our
specie bas been recoyered trom the wreck of the
ings, and the chief products are eggs and spring
Liberal discount is made to those who pay in adTeachers’ Institute of the Illinois Normal
The
bing
witand our object is to secure advance payment
own
Five
Points.
Drainage
of
waste-water
insteamship Schiller.
chickens.
The brothers Gaff express but a sinas the rule.
University, commenced August 1, and will con~
to street-gutters, uncovered refuse heaps, stacks
Baron von 8ebloesser, the new German amgle
regret,
and
that
1s,
they
did
not
found
their
tinue during the month, under the management
of offensive manyre whose proprietors seem to
colony fifteen years ago, when eggs brought $b a
bassador to this country, has sailed for New
SPECIAL OFFERS.
of the professors in the institution.
think that the himan olfactories have no rights
York.
dozen, and a spring chicken was worth a pennyClubs of sux or more, ONE THIRD BEING NEW BUBThe Wiscongin Teachery’ Convention was in which
manure owners are bound to respect,
SCRIBERS, can have the Star at $2.00 each, strictly
weight of gold dust.
The Khedive of Egypt has decreed: that herein advance, there being no arrearage on the part of
session recently at Eau Claire, and awakened a
way-side pools, neighborhoods in which doctor’s
afler the calendar used by Christian nations will
The invention of paper barrels was patented old subseribers.
good degree of interest on tex-tbooks, methods
carriazes
may
always
be
found,
land
occasionalAny subscriber who will furnish the name of a
be used in that country instead of the Mohamabout six months ago, and there are two fucto- NEW ONE, can have the two copies of the paper at
of teaching, grading of classes, &e.
ly subject to overflow, rock-bottomed sinks in
medan.
ries now working, one at Winona, Minn., and $4.50, strictly in advance.
The superiority of the public over the piivate
which drainage is finally arrested, swamps over
Pastors are requested to act as agents for the Esone at Decorah, Iowa, the latter turning out rablishment,
Ina tempest which visited the city of Dain obtaining su bscribers, collecting arwhieh winds frequeitly pass on their way to the
sehools was made quite manifest in Baltimore re
1,600 barrels per day, Their strength is said to rearages remitting money, &c.; and when they do
maseus,
on the 1st of J une, three men were killpupils
eighty-six
town,—all these are within the reach of almost
Two hundred and
cently.
this
they
are
entitled to ten per cent. of the money
be grester by four times thin wooden barrels,
bey receive for the Star , except on'money sent for
ed by hailstones, and eight wounded,
were lately examined for admission to the Bult. any sanitury association that may be formed.”
only half the weight, and eosting 20 .per cent, clubs; then itis Jroper that the subscribers should
An excursion is being organized in Genoa, more City College, all but ten heing from the Tt suggests that a small sum pro rata judieially
pay the com miss on, if any is
is desired.
less,
Italy, to visit the international exhibition, next’ grammar schools; one hundred and filty-nine invested in drainage together with sanitary regAt
the
New
Hampshire
and
New
England
fair
NEWSPA
PER
D.
DECISIONS.
ulations «will easily furnish a remedy for this
year.
A’steamer of the Anchor Line has been passeda satisfactory examination, and eighteen
in Manchester, in September, there will be an
1. Any person who takes & newspaper regularl
state of affairs,
engaged
for the exclusive use of the travel- others were admitted, their failures being but
from the post-ofice—whether directed] 0 Ah
i
exhibition
of dogs, including all the improved
another’s, or whether he has subscribed or not—is
flight, Of the ten from priva‘e schools; only one
Te,
varieties, for which several hundred dollars in Tesipousible for the Jayment.
If a person orders his:
paper discontinued, he
market for the sale of old clothes was passed a satisfactory examination.
A
premiums are oflered. There are dogs in this
mid pay all arregrages, or the publisher may conThe Independent gives a listof 120 degrees of
State sulued at $300, ove of whieh is mortgaged tinue
J
—
opened the other day, to Glasgow, by the municto sendit until payment is made; and. collect
LL. D. conferred by the
at $150. The fish commissioners of the State have the whole amount, whether the paper is taken trom
The market is the largest of D. D. and 78 degrees of
ipal authorities.
Avoid bathing within two hours after a meal.
the office or not.
huve been recolleges whose Commencements
79
the kind in Great Britain.
Avoid bathing when exhausted by fatigue or been consulted with reference to a grand pisca8. The courts have decided that refusing to take
The rent is £2,000,
It says that (he list is from any other causéd, Avoid bathing when the
ported in its columns,
torial exhibition, The
arrangements are not jpswepapors aud petiodicals from ghe post-oflice, or
and the receipts amount to £70,000 per annum.
oving and
leaving
them uncalled for,
is
uccurate as far as it goes, but these
vray
‘yet
perfected,
but
it
is
proposed
to
show
speci.
body is cooling after perspiration;
bat bathe
facie evidenceol intentional fraud.
1 prima
The trade is chiefly in the hands of Irish peonumbers can not represent anything
like thls
when the body js warm, provided wo time is mens of trou’, in yarious stages of development,
KB, 8. PAPERS,
ple.
whole number conlerred in {his country during
lost in getting “into the water. Avoid chilling from the egg to four'pounds in weight.
Two Sabbath eclidol' papers, The Little Star and
the summer, as Appletons new. list of: American
Myrtle;
counted
were
lightning
of
flashes
thousand
A
are
published
alternate we eks, and Lesson
The deepest well in the world is in the viilage
the body by sitting or standing naked on the
in an hour during the EIyer\storm
Papers of the luternational Series for both adults
at Geneva colleges, which is not: complete, gives 225 us shore or in boats after baving been in the water, of Sperenberg, about twenty miles distant from and
children,
It moreover suggests that * The
their number.
we
Switzerland, recently.
Sample copies of any paper sent fos
=
%
Berlin, It is 4,104 feet in depth.
It was begun
Avord remaining too long in thé water, leave
ddress,
Ri
WART,
‘New Doctors? would be a fruitful theme for
about tive years ago by the Government author
the water immediately after the slightest feeling
The maintenance of the London law courts some one lying on his oars through the summer
Sy: N. H.
ities,to ascertain the existence of rock salt heof chillness, Avoid bathing altog. ther in the
‘costs annually about $8,750,000.
A. H. HULING, 66 Madison St. » Chicago, Ill.
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useful

Master,

the best educators.
Retail price of books, $1.10 3 blanks.
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a

Si.

It is Philosophical.
It is needed (out perencd n

begins Sep. 23,

The latest
corner” is in canary seed. The
price has gone up from $3 to $16 per bushel, and
the next crop is said to be already sold.
manufacture

without
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It is Easy,
It is Practical,
It is Pro
ssive,
It is Inductive,
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E'ght hundred dogs have been
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A. B. Principal,
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Lae SEMINARY FOR YOUNG WOMEN, Auburn.
dale, (near Boston.) Mass. Attractive home;

—

Among winter-flowering green-house plants,
few possess more good qualities than the carna-
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Superfine, ..eeees @ 1 20
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Single and Double Entry,
Schools and Academies.
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by an inereasé of Christian grace!
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GROVE SEMINARY,
WEARE, N., H.

Send tor ciroularto

per; cover it with another sheet of the same very
slightly dampened, and iron with a moderutely
warm flat iron,
Ribbons and silks should be put away for pres-

the past few years,

No.

(Rg

SE

augll-se

produces discoloration. A white satin dress
should be pinned in blue paper, with brown paper outside, sewed together at the edges.
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marvelous effect in febrile dis-

Fall Term of 12 weeks,

paper or enwhite
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It is because

BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

CLINTON

and if you can feel that a timbered
country
‘chamois skin, or chamois skin and felt, ‘Lambs’
would suit you, come this way.
We want your
‘wool has been employed largely this season.
help.
The writer of this settled here, two years
The best lung-protectors are
brought
from
ago this full. We are trying to open up a farm,|.
“London.
Sued
and preach the gospel of our blessed Saviour,
The vast majority of expensive housés are a
We are the only minister of our denomination
curse to their occupants, The husband must be
in this vast region of country. We are lonesome,
worried: and overworked to the peril of health
and long for help. We long to see the time when
and life, a virinal exile from his family ; the wife,
we can have a church ogganization,
And now,
readers, you can see why we have written this? ,50 absorbed in trifles that she is as good as dead
We have thought if we could only indace a few "to the nobler uses of life; the whole family drivearnest God-fearing Christisn workers to settle in en along the high road to social ambition. and
worldli
. Just as God begins to fill their
here with us while ¢he country is fiew, it would
be much easier for us to labor on in preach- hands with the means of usefulness, they mortgage the home to the satan of social selfishness.
the Word.
GEO. A. TAYLOR.
4
But what a little paradise might ~your howe become, were every accession of means followed.
—

SOLD

ervation in brown paper; the chloride of lime
used in manufacturing white paper, frequently

$4.00 up to $8.00 per acre according to distance
from the railroad, quality of land, &e. The terms
are four

that produces such

gravings, lay the paper or engraving, face downunsized

Whe Reason.

Refined do....

Neatsfoot¥gal

eases.

torot one of the oldest silver establishments in
the country says: Housekeepers ruin their silver by washing it in soAp-suds as it mukes it
look like pewter,

ward, on a sheetof smooth,

Do.

Sh |
vw 60@..

20

reduces the heat of the blood by creating porspira- | Sh
impos
tion, as well as thaongh its purgative operation, | th

The proprie-

To take creases out of drawing

Olive
ih

Tarrant's Effervescent Seltser Aperient,

if you would bave it retain the original lustre. |
When it wants polishing take a piece of soft

being con-

more

§

cover with cream and sugar; then place a spoonful ofjelly in the center of each and season with
nutmeg. No nicer dessert can be desired.
Never put a particle of soap about your silver

structed, school-houses built, and schools started,
An invention for steering vessels by steam ha
farms are being opened, and the bouutiful crops
been perfected, by means of which one man can
“that were harvested last year and the good prosdoin
10
seconds
what
requires
eight
men
1
12
requirements of the people for the next half centpect again this year, give us e
ment that
mites to perform under the old siyle system,
ury.
we have a soil that will produce
bountifully such
Ab English medical journal has acoomplished, grains and vegatables ' as are suited to the cliRobert A. McFarland, financial editor of* the
always been thought an lmp:
Cincinnati Enquirer for the last thirteen years,
mate of the north-west.
a
the hairs of the head. It andied on Monday night.
Although the government
lands have
been

Two burglars forced open the safe in M.

To People

boiling water. When all the water is absorbed,

out on each side of the track, until now all the
government lands have been occupied, Villages are springing up along the line of the road.
Mills are busy at work cutting up the pine into

:

polish, adds

d

To make a nice dessert place a 8 many crackers
as may be desired in saucers and cover with

the way for settlers.

for the market, roads are

stove

"8%

"OIL.
4. 120

0 aesstssnrasne

COTTON.

H

do. Muscovadc na

83

St, Domingo...19

:

very much to its eflicacy.

§

Java ¥ ofp

Hints and Recipes.

..
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»

Porto Rico,...,, 40

Anthracite... 7 75 : 82
‘COFFEE.

prefer a timbered country to a prairie; if ‘they

do, Sweet...

0

Canneli.vys 22 00 §24
Piotol.,sseeas0 00 @ 0

sulting their medical adviser.

knew where they could find one that combined.
all the advantages of gdbd soil, héaltby climate,
ready market for timber, and farm produce, and
good water. We think this country offers these
several advantages.
Three years ago this was an unbroken wilderness in the midst of the great lumber regions of
Wisconsin, The building of the Wisconsin Cen.

30

e.

2 rnyw

Conn, are respectively six feet, two inches, six
feet three inches, and six feet four inches in hight,
and the latter sports a No, 14 brogan.
Eads suys that 3,600 feet of the provisional
Missiesippi jetty have already -been completed,
and that his best expectations have been far ex-

at the heart, should not bathe without first eon~

a desirable locality for those in the East that are
thinking of going west to look up for themselves
homes, I presume there are many that would

tral R, R. opened

and other ‘sense of discomfort

SPErmasessessss28
COAL.

TEESE.

Three Irishmen who live together at Orange,

from palpitation

|

2 A

The members say that they have

readers

wpe

hasadjourned.

the

MOLASSES,
Clayed.. —

15} Cuba

12 @.

Molds......ov

*

American authors.
Freight rates and passenger fares from China
will be reduced in aid of the American CeutenTen thousand dollars’ worth of counterteiters
nial,
tools were seized in Brooklyn, Tuesday night,
Curran was once avked by one of his brother
Alabama gives a majority of 15,000 in favor of a
judges, * Do you see anything ridiculous in: this
State constitutional convention.
‘The standing army of this country aambers wig?” * Nothing but thé head,” was the reply.
The Hon, Asa Packer, of Mauch Chunk, one
in times of peace, about 22,000 and costs about
of Pennsylvania's railroad magnates, isis said to
$40,000,000, and the navy about $30,000,000 per
be worth $20,000,000.

$111,250,000 per annum, making the sum total
$211,260,000.
The Missouri constitutional convention, which
has been in session in Jefferson City since May 5,

a little with

of the Star about this section of the country as

next winter on some of the most distinguished of

annum.
Pensions amount
to $30,000,000 per
annum, and the interest oxi the national debt
, (now some $2,225,000,000), reaches the sum of

I would like to. talk

PRICES

For the week ending Augustd, 1375.
CANDLES,

after breakfast. Those who are subject to attacks
of giddiness and faintness, and those who suffer

CoLBY, Wis, July 19. §

WHOLESALE

gof

season at Newport, and Bert Harte and family
will be at New London,
Alexander Hamilton, son of historic Hamilton, died, Monday, at New York, aged ninety
years.

weak bad better bathe three hours alter a meal;
the best-time for such is from two to three hours

—————

BosToN

the final depth of 4,194 feet was attained, At
the lowest point, the salt deposits still continue,
exhibiting the enormous thickness of 2,907 feet.

that are

—

Mark Twain and family are going to spend the

Markets,IEE _SErea

until

-

stocked, and poverty stares people in the face.

Cirrespaident.

Tie young, and those

prosecuted by 'steam

B

have wills, Feeble souls have only wishes.”
A magnificent synagogue is being constructed
by the Israelites of Kansas City, Mo.
Edwin P. Whipple, of Boston, is to lecture

empty stomach,

The boring was

3
8288

Western

The Chinese have a saying that ‘‘ Gireat souls

over-

is

ede

and strong may bathe early in the morning on an

pepula-

tion of New Orleans about 205,000,

~The labor market on the Pacific coast

The vigorous

csgussés

the

he hands and feet.

g

The Louisiana eénsus ‘will make

DOMESTIC.
Secretary Robeson is at Rye Beach.

numbness

u3s

- | $110,000 per annum,

open air, “If, “lter Raving been a short time in neath the strata of gypsum occurring in the lothe wa, ind
he re i4°a sense of chillness with cality. Ata depth of 280 feel the salt'
was reach-
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BEEF AND PORK.
Beef, eXITA MOBS
Pork, new mess,

1.ovviveisessassans
¥ bbl. .coiiveinnes

19.00
20

81075
gAL

BUTTER.

State new, good to prime
Western, to. saves cosas
Lard, steam rendered

CHEESE.
Dairies, good to prime. ......c.ovve 1

Factory
Farm

Dairies, 40... c00iviaiicniiirininn,

gli
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Java, ¥ Bb. . ¥ bag old cvveeerrriiiirnnns

25

@ 21

Maracaibo, ¥ b., ¥ bag, gold.........« eee

213

@ 234

COFFEE.

:

COAL.

Anthracite (by the cargo), sensasenne
American Bituminous .......
“w
English House Cannel .

Liverpool Gas Cannel

52
6D

@
@

WIT

65
TH

@ —

......c.oc0ueee 1200

—

@¢ — —

EGGS.
State, ¥

A0Z..seivvtciitrrnnirarenrss

-2

g ——

FLOUR.

;

State, extra

505

@

640

Southern Flour.

625

@

8h

Rye Flour.......
Corn Meal, # bbl

510
410

@
@

6235
460

@

154

@®@

155

GRAIN,
Amber, Western,

¥ bush......

Western Corn, mixed, ¥ bush
Rye, Western, "# BUSH. eens

@& — 86
@ 1%

Barley, State, ¥ bush, ..cveveens

‘ee

OBES. csssviesrsrssssnnnsrnnnsvanivinss —6l
HAY,
:
Por Shipping, ¥ BOMesssnenarnnnarsnse 1400

@ — 67
.
@15 00

sesasaserasensasenane sasnssssaes

@ 23 00

18 00

HOPS
New,

(Pa)

1874, Dest ¥ Bb. ousuvinviresinsninsnane

25

Old, 1870000.
sae sve reeves evraksas asserts

8

43

12

IRON.
vy

Pix Iron, Nos. 1 and

2

0

@27

oo

Th@a~-—

8

Scoteh Pig
“
00-@ 32 00
Swedes, bar, ordinary sizes FO
-—g -—
MOLASSES,
Porto Rico, v F's | FPR
PO
— 40 @ - 5t
New Orleans, new, ¥ gal..covevieins —-T @-7
RICE,
Carolina, prime,¥

Ba.vivieriiiinas

Rangoon,

—-

¥ Beressessnrenracinnninnse - L$ — 6}
SEEDS,
Clover, ¥ B..ooviessess
1 vanassinns ~11} @ — 12
Tunothy seed, ¥ bush.
seeriees
280 '@ § 00
SUGARS.

Crushed sugar, ¥ ®..... arene ivnns suye ne wll} @ —
Granulated sugar, # M....ooevines Ssenuiory 11" 8 —
TEAS,

‘Hyson, best,

Busserras bessnsisineny
= T3

@ — 85

Oolong, best, ¥ 1b. . .oviiiiiinriinnns — ud

@

Japan, best,

@—T9
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.

AMERICAN
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Casinas

STOCK
}

GOLD..... wena ved

—0
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MARKET.
August 7, 1875.

5 FIvE-T'"WENI IES, 1867.
. FIVE-TWENTIES OF i

v 5. TEN-FORTIES
U, 8. COUPONS

SIXES.

.i..2000s

1581. “vans
i

$250

A MONTH — A ont wanted everywhere. Bushes honorable and frst
class. Particulars senl free, Address
J. WORTH & CO., St. Louis, Mo.
B0t37

